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CompUtlrij* new — more inrornialion llian ever-—inilisjtensaldt' to the .service engineer! Arc// on lite nalcit for it.
P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA • Cable Address-pelmAllo
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PRECISION PRODUCTS

VIBRATORS • V1BRAPACKS • CONDENSERS •
VOLUME CONTROLS • ROTARY SWITCHES •
SINGLE AND MULTIPLE PUSH BUTTON SWITCHES
• RESISTORS • RADIO HARDWARE
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DEFENSE COMES FIRST
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NEW RADIO MODELS. .
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HOW TO PACK A SOUND TRUCK.
RADIO FREQUENCY ALLOCATIONS.
FM SALES IDEAS
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ON THE NEWSFRONT
LET THERE BE LIGHT
NEW CIRCUITS FOR 1942
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SALES STATIC ... (If trouble doesn'f show up in this
customer's tubes He'll Have to have his inoperative
receiver serviced, or maybe buy a new radio!)
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MoqsI 32TO. Kki!ii* \ ►ircMicsi mlur
in □ TWO CUMflJ ir. HAM) SET.
I hi* is iimrt' tliun the usiinl I" n bund
set. Coroplvlc revvplion from IV
McUt lbr 111;j;1i dV Meter Hand. A
5-Tiibc ACi-DC SnperhcfiTod yne
«IUi beum pmver owl pul, uultnnaiiu
sensilivily con I rol and many nlbcr
licsiruhle fculiires. I'lu' biji fnll-s lew
dial jlliisiruted is eon»|ilelely illllnii*
nuled and (iic cubiiiel i* of neitiiine
tiroM n.iimtlled baUelile. . $12.95*
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Modal 02CA. The
ulliututn in on <ocxpells is c radio. I'ive
limes more pich-upMore titan f)(l lone
verititioiis bv merely
pressing the biiKtotis
n f l lie exclusive
Crosley Mnsicr
T«me-(i<mlroI. A UlT It be AC SupcrbcUrodylic wilb IS-Tubv
perforniHiicc. 3eotuplelc ha mis and iimtty
utlier features found
only in Itijjher-priced
sets. The lustrous,
lov ely cabinet is fttrihcr enbsiiced by u
lurtic, ctciir-vision
dial and hutnlsiunc
cscutcbeon. $69.95"
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TWO
IN

GREAT

CROSLEY

NEW

HIGHS

ENGINEERING

DRAMATIZED BY
ANOTHER SMASHING THEME

Modal flaCP-Tlirri-'^ niitliitiR qtiitv lilic (lii* Oiislcy Cihi*iilc. I nyti'hrir If .1 nt t'tirr! "I'll Is i<<<rUct><is nil « ivnlnul
tfubittcl tt iriitnipli in dcMert, An nn^iuniitiii; record
plnyrr. radjn-plinmnjroiib cnmttinalion. Ill'lutir pcrforitioncrin anS-tnlic^Mtrrrlictt-rndyne. nnj now for (liclirM
(line i* tltv l-'lnnttitfi Jewel 'I'noe Syst.in, cM-ln^ive wiili
f troslc^' ■ *1 wo btiitds, folt AitKrican and etimplelc I'orrljfn
biiiul • Ibrre rtnnil c«iinlcii\er wiili inneU H. I'',
* tilinch »jtrnVcr. I lore i«u lulur tlim W ill make tnonry for von.
'Includinit reeliTier,>.
.$7^93*

See Crosley Radio before you buy!
Inventive genius and engineering skill ui Crosley
now ofler the .surprises of the year m Radio.
The Master Tone-Control—to lot listeners
draw more variety and heauly from Radio than
everbefnre. It'sllkesittingul (hestudio controls!
AND NOW..
Announcing
A New Sensational
Crosley Invention
"THE
FLOATING JEWEL"
TONE SYSTEM
I ir *i i*>v )
<>•* ' I N I

GOOD-BYE,
NEEDLE SCRATCH!
NO MORE NEEDLE
CHANGING
Grcmc.vt itiwnimn for |ih(inogmplis sintie the reconlehanticri
wiili
f!roslpy!

Big handsome cabinets—giant dials, u fully balanced Une. skillfully priced—tonal perfection—
and T^'O F.ngineering Advances to lead the field!
Just as "Twice as Much FOOD TO THF
FRONT'1 has made Crosley Refrigerators the
Kxcitcment-Line this year—
So "The Rainbow of Sound" is the centra)
theme that will lift the new Crosley Radio line
to new highs!
Gel in touch with your Crosley Distributorattend Crosley dealer meetings—ami dvu'f buy a
single set until you have heard and seen Crosley!
NEW!

STARTLING!
SENSATIONAL!
'l'i li'r% \ lightly highfr lo for «-r<f am! muth.
i ntul %prt'i/ii'atioii* Kuhfret I" ehn o-fr eclrhvtu uvf/r.
Tin-: (tuost.i: v coitroit\'i ion, cincinnvii. mno
I'fiwu CmttU.!. Jn,p I'r, -,
IKIMI m W| M, "rio- -V * I lits'v SI V I IMS*"- 7(1 tlV 1 <>I K m »I.
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Modal 03CP. 'l ids lludio-l'linnttj'ritplt with Miiliininlir rt-t—
nrd'chaiiip-r t>uitruulcr>. n cnnplcU-ly tic«v type «if repmtlni-iiou. I lir I'aieiKnl I't'futint! Jrwel T'ono System pin
'•Illy nil »-s reenrdv Innilcr life hut makes possible rone Weil
rnioymeni of old records iliseanlrd because of excess sotface noise a,id needle scratch.. A HJ-Tube Afl Sttpcrbcfeunlyiie wiili " Kainhnw of Sound" ami iXtoslcr ToncOonitot, .t iinpicie hands cod H\'l\ TISti.S' (IHl'A Tl-ilt
I'lCk-l 7'...
Modal 33P«. Merc
is Hn iuexpeosis e
portable that nisc*
perfnr niBnce not
normally duplicaied by of her sets ill
•bis price class.
I'tncNl super bet cr..dvne pcrfiirniance.
Airplane lut!£aRe
stylo ease • And
weatber-proof too.
5-liiKc" siiperbrlerodvne • low drain
lubes wiili the esclnsivc Crosley
"M nit'ia- l.titip ''
Antenna. .>19.93*
•Inclndlntf rectifier
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• The advanced engineering and precision manufacturing of Utah products have won universal
user preference. Manufacturers, dealers and
servicemen assure their customers of satisfactory
performance with Utah parts.

constant laboratory testing and research which
result in sound improvement.

UTAH SPEAKERS give you the benefits of the

UTAH TRANSFORMERS avoid failure due to

H;U'rt*—•

UTAH VIBRATORS are precision made and
delicately adjusted for long life, correct electrical
balance, current output and freedom from noise.
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ORLEANS
STREE
CANADIAN OFFICE: 560 KING STREET WEST, TORO
CABLE ADOB
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PREFEREIHE

moisture because of the complete impregnation
of incerlayer insulating paper by Utah's vacuumpressure methods.
UTAH-CARTER PARTS—Vitreous Enamel Resistors, Volume Controls, wire-wound type, improved carbon type; Potentiometers, Rheostats,
Plugs, "T" and "L" Pads, Long and Short lacks,

Impjacks, Jack-Switches, Push-Button Switches,
Plug-In Type D. C. Relays, because of their
dependable performance, assure the proper functioning of the unit in which they are used.
Utah Radio Products are distributed nationally
through recognized jobbers and dealers. Be sure
the Utah trademark is on the carton.
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THE " POWER-MITE " is certain
to lead the "Personal" trend that is
opening up vast new radio markets
everywhere ... certain to lead because it is superior not only in size
and weight, but also in style, performance and value. Strikingly attractive in its unbreakable Tenite
case, with Satin-Chrome interior
panel . . . the "Power-Mite" offers
engineering features never before

COMPARE FOR YOORSilF . .. THE "POWER-MITE" IS THE
SMALLEST AND LIGHTEST
MAKE WEIGHT LBS. THICKNESS
CUBIC SIZE
Emerson
3.
2 Inches
70 Cubic Inches
Set A.
4.2
3 Inches
100 Cubic Inches
Set B.
4.2
3 Inches
99 Cubic Inches
Set C.
4.8
3^ Inches
113 Cubic Inches
Set 0.
4.2
4 inches
142 Cubic Inches
Set E.
4.2
3/2 Inches
101 Cubic Inches

and
(Weighs BuT

equalled in anything so small.
Thumb-Knob Controls, Automatic
Safety Switch, Dyna-Power Oval
Speaker, Standard Battery Equipment, Inclosed Super-Loop. All that
... at the low price of only $19.95!
*Prices Slightly Higher in South and Vest

*■
&ym
,,in9 4 C
S.,:COmP
<='or
Display
, . . "R„dy -Now}

EMERSON RADIO & PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION « 111 Eighth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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WORLD'S
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27>y Nt-H" Modernistic Skyway suites with
built-in RAYTIHION et]ui[>l>ed radios.
RADIO end Te/ev' ■<?.- RETAILING. JUNE. 1941

At THE hub of America—the great, friendly Stevens
Hotel casts a warm shadow of welcome. Overlooking
Lake Michigan, on Chicago's famed Michigan Boulevard,The Stevens commands both scenic beauty and economical luxury at its best... America's Grand Hotel indeed—where comfort and utility are accepted tradition.
Stevens' tactful service is known the world over—it is an exacting service that calls for absolute dependability and top quality performance.
KAYTHEON RADIO TUBES WERE CHOSEN
AS STANDARD EQUIPMENT THROUGHOUT
THE STEVENS because tube ctTiciency and dependability is an important part of the service.
KAVrUEONS always deliver efficient service no
matter what type of task they are required to perform.
Back of them arc the years of expert engineering experience... the constant pioneering in tube design and
construction to anticipate future requirements in the
radio circuit field.
Remember RAYTHEONS with all their extra advantages COST NO MORE! Insist on RAYTHEONS
your next tube order.

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE RADIO TUBE MANUFACTURERS
PAGr 7
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ZENITH SUPERIORITY BASED ON F. M.
m

BROADCAST AND RECEIVER RESEARCH
Zenith has pioneered FM Broadcasting in the Chicago area.
For well over a year the Zenith FM transmitter has been on the
air daily, permitting exhaustive research and experimentation
in all phases of FM transmission and reception. AH the good
things derived from this intensive groundwork are yours in the
new Zenith FM-AM receivers.
SEE YOUR ZENITH DISTRIBUTOR TODAY/

♦LONG DISTANCE* RADIO

MADE BY AMERICA'S OLDEST MANUFACTURER OF FINE
PAGE 8

HOME RADIOS
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PRO! CTORS
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mm

HYP EX Projectors are entirely new, more
efficient. They have a new, better 1 'flare formula"—
not exponential, developed by Jensen acoustical research.
Driver units employ the Jensen "Annular"diaphragm, clamped
at periphery and center—crnofAer exclusive feature!

1 Wim

^

COAXIAL Speakers Now a total of four improved 15" and
12" designs lor high-fidelity exfenc/ed-rocge reproduction. High Frequency Con fro/ provides instant fidelity adjustment to suit program
quality and listener preference. Available in complete reproducers.
SPEECH-MASTER Aeproducers Designed especially for crisp,
highly-effective speech reproc/ucf/on. Desk, panel, wa/Z-mounf/ng fypes
in power ratings for low-level and high-level applications.
1< BASS-REFLEX Reproducei-s A complete line of reproducers with speaker installed, and enclosures only, in fine /urn/ture and utility styles — all with the smoothly extended low-frequency range for which Jensen Bass Reflex is justly famous.
I
if These are only a tew of the maay distinguished products in the
complete Jensen line. Write tor new Condensed CafaJog No. 125
/or further informotion.
mm
mmmmm
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ELEaRICAl INSTRUMENTS

CHECK THESE
'SPECS

<%

OHMS DG
PER VOLT

s»o

0

VOLT FULL
SCALE AC-DC
BREAKDOWN
VOLTS TEST
-WAD HE

V*2.av

The Model 625-T Volt-Ohm-Ammeter
DC VOLTS—0-Z.5-10-50-250-1000-5000 at 10,000 Ohms pei Volt. light. No wiring connections—no aolderings. No need to
AC VOLTS—0-2,5-10-50-250.1000-5000 at 1,000 Ohms per Volt. open the tester, just release the cap. SNOB OPERATED
DIRECT CURRENT—0-100 Microamperes! 0-10-100 Milliam- ZERO ADJUSTMENT FOR OHMS RANGES eliminates delay
and difficulties in re-setting when changing scales. Model
peres; 0-1-10 Amperes.
625-T Volt-Ohm-Amraeter . . . Complete with all accessories
RESISTANCE 0-400 Ohms (shunt type circuit); 0-400,000 Ohms . , . Dealer Net Price... .822.00.
and 0-40 Megohms (series type circuit). Sell-contained batTHE TRIPIETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY
teries for all resistance ranges. COMPLETE INSULATION for
Bluffton. Ohio
high voltage testing provided by attractive black molded 206 Harmon Ave.
cose and panel. Case size is 6" x SVi" x 2Vz". Sturdy
leather strap handle is removable. RED • DOT LIFETIME
GUARANTEED INSTRUMENT—rectifier type. Guaranteed for
all time against defects In materials or workmanship. Instrument has extra-long 4.58" readable scales, with contrasting
DEALER'S
colors for AC and DC markings, CARTRIDGE-LOADING
NET PRICE
BATTERY COMPARTMENT with snap-on cap makes changing batteries a simple procedure—easier than in a flashBOOTHS 720-722—CHICAGO RADIO PARTS SHOW
IT'S GOT TO BE RIGHT TO BE TRIPLETT
MODEL 1200-C
Volt-Oftm-W.
,
Rsngei; DC—O-iO-SO-ZSOUMJU-SOOO si 50110 OOrnt P*r
Volt, 0-250 WIcroAmsom; (I1.10.51} *250 MIHUoiwim:
(MO
AC—e-IO-SO250.|0fl0-5im
fl.1-10.25N»!
AC
Ampei-At, 0«at*r
Price

RADfO c~d Television RETAILING, JUNE. 1941

tD DO

MODEL 1200-E
Velt-Ohm-MIIIlAwmrii'r . ,
Rfcrgptic DC—0.10'50.250SOO-IOOO
29>000 Ohm« O.I.
wr
volt!
II.SO *tWItmarnacres:
10.50-250
Mflllcmaerei;
Lew
Olimi V* 10 1000: 40,000
OOmc, c inO 40 Megohnir. AC
O-lll-Ji}. 250,500.1000 Vollt,
Oralcr Net Price.
532.00

reasons why other dealers envy

the man who handles strom berg-

CARLSON

^ o*

■■

THE FRANCHISE:
The Stromberg-Carlson franchise is a document whose value is jealously guarded.
To obtain it a dealer must prove himself worthy to represent this pioneer line of
high-fidelity radio receivers and radio-phonographs. One fact alone enables you
to judge how this policy of careful selection and controlled distribution protects
the individual dealer—more men today want the Stromberg-Carlson franchise than
ever before.

Z* K HIGH UNIT OF SALE:
The Stromberg-Carlson line is deliberately planned for selling up. Each chassis
series—in progression—has all the features of the preceding series, plus certain
specific and demonstrable added features. When you realize the importance of a
high unit of sale, you realize it means that you sell fewer sets, but make far more
net profit. The larger the sales unit—the more dollars come in and the fewer sets
to uncrate, deliver, install, service, and the fewer trade-ins and finance problems.
The Stromberg-Carlson line provides just that—since its average unit of sate is
high; yet the line is completely competitive.

PROFIT PKOTfcCTION
Because Stromberg-Carlson hand picks its dealer and controls distribution, the
franchise holder's profits are better protected. A Stromberg-Carlson is not a
"shopping" item. As a result the dealer works within a more stable price structure.
Not only this, but he reaps the benefit of Stromberg-Carlson's great national
advertising campaign, with fewer dealers to share the active prospects it creates.

TO TOP OFF THESE BENEFITS, a Stromberg-Carlson dealer has the rich opportunity of growing with
a firm that for 47 years has blazed the trail in voice transmission and reception ,. . that leads the way in FM,
with more field experience than any other manufacturer . . . and that today has its FM—AM sets in more homes
than all other makes combined! See the new 1942 line at your local distributor's showing and you'll agree,
"There h nothing finer than a Stromberg-Carlson."

STROMBERG-CARLSON
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
THE FINEST RADIO FOR STANDARD PROGRAMS
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THE ONLY RADIO FOR FM AT ITS BEST
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DEFENSE

19 4 1

Comes

First

Radio Industry Will Make Money In Spite of Its Patriotic Sacrifices

THE RADIO INDUSTRY will make
mone}' in 1941.
This does not mean that it will necessarily sell as many sets as in 1940. Nor does it
imply that business will be conducted precisely
"as usual."
Rather, it expresses a conviction that in spite
of production facility shifts to defense items, some
labor losses to other plants engaged in such work
and shortages of certain critical materials, ways
of making profits at least equal to those enjoyed by
comparable fields will be found.
4 LREADY it is becoming clear that one possible path to profits involves thinking in terms
of quality rather than quantity.
Increasing costs already point in this direction
insofar as merchandise itself is concerned. The
average price of at least bottom-bracket sets is
certainly due for a substantial rise. Addition of
a few refinements with which to cushion the shock
is anticipated. So, while fewer units may be sold,
the industry has a chance to hold dollar volume
up and, what is more important, to increase the net
per sale.
The trend toward quality applies to distribution
as well as to merchandise. Factories will surely
take care of their best accounts first when pressed
for deliveries. Those with foresight may also
utilize this "seller's market" to improve their
marketing channels, leaning more heavily upon
fewer but stronger reeds during the emergency
while at the same time quietly cultivating goodwill
among similarly robust accounts in competitive
ranks. Thus they might insure a safety-factor
to cover possible early contingencies and also leave
the door open for expansion along sound lines
when the shooting eventually ends,
MANUFACTURERS, aware that defense production must come first yet also convinced
that defense costs must indirectly be financed by
continuance of profitable though perhaps reduced

RADIO oftc' Television RETAILING, JUNE. I9'1l

domestic business, are working on both in this
order.
They have in many instances already limited or
postponed the usual variety of new models. A
few have gone all out, to the extreme of continuing existing lines with little or no sweetening, in
order to completely release engineering personnel
for emergency equipment design.
They are collectively cooperating with the government in connection with priorities affecting
essential materials. More significant, they have
agreed among themselves to concentrate supplies
of critical metals available to radio in those particular branches of the industry that have not so
far found satisfactory substitutes.
The latter move cannot be lauded too highly.
"[DISTRIBUTORS AND DEALERS now have
•L' a similar cooperative job to do, first for sheer
patriotism and, next, in the interest of their business.
They can anticipate legitimate merchandise
needs farther ahead, order as early as is consistent
with sound credit and so help manufacturers
minimize economically costly production peaks
and valleys.
They can take unavoidable delivery delays and
even occasional substitutions in a true democratic
spirit, and so avoid giving suppliers who arc
doing their level best for their country and their
business unnecessary "jitters."
This is little enough for the trade to contribute
to the all-important defense program and it will
be forthcoming from men who believe, as we do,
that the difficulties of the coming season will be
appreciable.
But not insurmountable.

Editor
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MOST CRITICAL METAL
bout
In 1940 the Radio Industry used this ALUMINUM:*
2,000,000 lbs

in variable condensers

1,000,000 lbs

In electrolytic condensers

1,000,000 lbs

in tube and coil shield-cans

400,000 lbs

. . . . in p.m. speaker mogpefs

Expects to get along on less than 30 per cent by shunting this
allotment along largely to fabricators who must have it for
capacitor foil.
* Recording blanks used another 1,000,000 lbs.

THE PROBABILITY of more
raw material rationing at
present virtually monopolizes conversation among radio equipment
manufacturers and some, using
large quantities of metals placed on
initial "critical" lists or working
from hand-to-mouth with respect
to supplies, are already suffering
from delivery delays. Most factories
have sufficient stocks on hand, however, to handle normal business
during the next 60 to 90 days and
a few think they can stretch these
over the remainder of the year.
This much is clear following
analysis of confidential reports
reaching Radio Retailing from leaders in the industry: The material
situation is admittedly awkward
insofar as future planning is concerned but not nearly so serious an
immediate threat as rumor makes
it out to be.
Industry Cooperation Partial Answer
First metal of major importance
in the production of domestic radios
to be placed on the government's
defense priority list was aluminum,
limiting May supplies to 30 per
cent of what this industry used in
that month a year before. The
Radio Manufacturers Association
promptly adopted a plan intended
to assure future use of this metal
primarily in such parts as electrolytic capacitors, informing makers
of variable tuning condensers that
beginning July 1 such units must
utilize steel or some other substitute
in at least their stators, simultaneously expressing "intention to
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discontinue use of aluminum at the
earliest possible moment in the
fabrication of such less critical parts
as coil, can and tube shields.
Plow long it may be before the
government is in a position to relax
the present limitation is an open
question. It is our opinion that
there will be no such relaxation
within a period with which we can
be immediately concerned despite
the fact that suppliers hope to increase productive capacity SO per
cent this year and 200 per cent or
more next year. (Radio used only
.04 per cent of the country's aluminum production in 1940.)
Another critical metal necessarily
doled out to the radio industry at
least temporarily is nickel. In order
to make the most of available supplies the RMA has asked all set
makers to refrain from purchasing
permanent magnet speakers using
nickel alloyed with other metals
except for installation in battery
sets of the farm and portable types.
There are, of course, imminent
shortages of other metals and raw
materials. Some are actual and
some "sympathetic." Except perhaps for OPM officials in Washington, few men are at this time
adequately informed to speculate
concerning such things as stainless
and magnet steels, tungsten and tin,
relatively rare materials normally
used in the making of tubes.
Substitutes Help Tide Over
Substitute materials represent
one hope for production of all the
merchandise the market can absorb

but it would be over-optimistic to
assume that these can quickly become complete cure-alls. To begin
with, it is obvious that unusual demands for materials such as copper,
zinc and even plastics considered
manufacturing's ace - in - the - hole
could at least temporarily swamp
suppliers. Then, too, there are certain mechanical and electrical obstacles to be overcome in the design
of many radio products before such
substitutes can be effectively used.
Take variable condensers, for
instance. Steel might be used in
rotors as well as stators if it were
not for the fact that magnetic
metals in both sets of plates requires
expensive circuit and layout modifications to avoid electrical troubles,
not to mention the mechanical difficulty of avoiding "feathering" at
plate edges when these are stamped.
Brass might be used but its extra
weight as against aluminum puts
an abnormal strain on bearings and
today's dial mechanisms.
Fixed capacitors and particularly
those of the electrolytic type might
use copper or zinc foils but, to dale,
engineers have not to our knowledge succeeded in avoiding undesirable chemical reactions, have
had to content themselves with
elimination of aluminum for casings
or reduction in the sizes of such
containers.
Given time, American ingenuity
will get around such difficulties.
Alread)'- it is reported that a
number of factories are guarding
against a day when solid metals of
any kind may be difficult to obtain
in sufficient quantity for shielding,
working with metalized paper.
Aluminum has long been recognized
as a most desirable base for acetate-coated recordings and yet several manufacturers are now claiming comparable results with paper,
plastics and even glass, materials
which have heretofore baffled technicians because of their tendency to
warp, raise surface-noise, permit
coatings to peel away or introduce
prohibitive fabrication problems.
(At least one disc manufacturer is
RADIO ond Television RETAILING, JUNE. 194!
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attempting to continue with aluminum right up to the last possible,
gasp by buying back used discs
from the consumer.)
Painted instead of plated chassis
appear due for an increase in number. Impregnated woods and compositions are not beyond possibility.
One bright spot in an otherwise
not-too-clear sky is the certainty
that the nation's manufacturers will
emerge from the present emergency
with new materials which might
not otherwise have seen the light
of day for many years.
Prices Certain To Rise
While some substitute materials
may be cheaper than those which
they replace most will cost manufacturers more money, or increase
assembly expense to a point which
amounts to the same thing. Thus
price rises on finished radio products are certain and may be substantial as soon as such substitutes

TYPICAL

CHASSIS

IF

STOCKS ON HAND reasonably protect majority o£
manufacturers for next two or three months. Last
quarter production depends upon trend of defense
demand, expansion among basic commodity suppliers and availability of suitable substitutes

come itito actual use. The fact that
prices on many radio products have
not already moved upward merely
indicates that manufacturers with
reserve stocks on hand have so far
steered laudably clear of profiteering. But these stocks cannot last
forever.
It seems likely, for this reason,
that before the season is over
$12.95 rather than $9.95 will represent the average low level for
standard compacts and that sets in
the higher brackets, while they will
probably not increase so much pro-

WE

GO

"ALL-OUT?"

portionately, must carry higher lists
too. Substitute material costs alone
will have this effect^ not to mention
increasing labor payrolls caused by
threatened shifts to defense industries as well as higher rates necessarily paid workers turning out
emergency materials within the
radio factories themselves. (The
Electronic industry is reported to
have $140,000,000 worth of defense
contracts on hand at this writing
. . . $46,000,000 worth of it for
electronic devices and the balance
(Confinned on page 66)
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GENERALLY sufficiently com^JH plete by this time to permit
the Editors to give the trade a good
overall picture of what it will
have to sell during the season ahead,
radio lines this year are "trickling"
onto the market in easy stages.
] Vmables, farm sets and certain
table models lead the preliminary
announcement list, with larger consoles and combinations in most instances failing to make the grade
insofar as this preview is concerned
and some manufacturers preferring
to withhold all new model data until
JffiyThe following highlighting of
models actually ready will, nevertheless, provide a useful foretaste of
1942 merchandise:
B "Rejuvenator"
Automatic Radio's 1942 line,
virtually complete at this writing,
includes a total of 25 models. Seven
compacts in conventional cabinets
list between $12,95 and $29.95,
with two combination bedlampradios adding novelty to this group
at $19.95 and $24.95. The console
bracket is covered by a set for
$44.95 and a "bookcase" style sell-

Significant TREND
NOTED is a fendency among
manufacturers to "feel their
way" into the market, spreading new numbers over several
months and so retaining flexibility of action in tune with the
times

ing tor $39.95. Record-playing is
catered to with a particularly wide
selection of equipment types, including four table type combinations
between $19.95 and $49.95, a compact combination with automatic
changer at $69.50, a radio-record
player-recorder-sound system, two
Compact phonographs at $19.95 and
$29.95, two more straight phonos
with automatic changers (one at
$39.95 and the other not yet priced).
A new car radio sells for $24.95,
Particularly featured by this company is its novel "Tom Thumb"
4-in-I personal listing at $24.95 and
incorporating a "built-in rejuvenator which recharges both A and
B batteries to permit from two to
five times more battery life," a
larger portable at $29.95 utilizing
the same feature and another portable for $24.95.
Battery Conversion Stunt
Planning to announce a more:
complete line later this month,
Continental had at presstime released four "Admiral" portables
(two airplane luggage styles and
one leather with "Lucite" escutcheons plus an all-Bakelite model)
and two personal portables. Also
ready were four compact battery
models for rural use, one noteworthy for its large cabinet space
housing a 2S0-hour battery pack

Non-spillable storage battery made by
Wiltard, vibrator li-pack and copperoxide rectifier provide a new approach to indoor-onldoor operation in
GE's LB530

wmzB.

New Sentinel 262P has loop and also
"Sen-Tenna"
This latest Crosley features a onepiece battery pack
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n
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PORTABLES . . . FARM SETS . . . TABLE TYPES
gel early spotlight as 1942 lines start to shape up

Emerson s 3-way 428 includes an r.f.,
noise-reducing amplifier
Mir:

One-piece "Lucite" escutcheon dresses
up 6*tube Admiral 78P6

Detachable loop in lid distinguishes
3-way Motorola "Playmate"

Coverage of a police band is included
in RCA 25BP "Pick-Me-Up"

Dry-battery "rejuvenalor" is built
within Anlomatic's P60

Westinghouse 62K2 boasts "Stratoscope" antenna with extra pickup

Delco's R1407 model features a removable front

and the other quite novel in that it
"can be instantly converted into an
ac-dc set by the addition of an
1I7Z6GT rectifier tube."
Crosley, spreading announcement
of 35 to 40 new models over the
three. months of May, June and
July, starts the ball rolling with
seven. Three are inexpensive twoband table types covering the 19meter band through the 49-meter
band as well as broadcasting. Another is a table type phono-combination. Remaining models are portables, all 3-way units and one a
deluxe job in a weather-proof cowhide-grained case with built-in
"Magna-Loop" antenna. Larger
sets are to be shown for the first
time at sectional meetings held in
New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Atlanta and Dallas.
Two new Delco portables of
luggage type construction operate
on ac, dc or batteries. One is in a
closed style case with removable
front cover and "was especially designed for maximum sensitivity and
selectivity in remote areas."
Portable Phono-Amplifier
Three record players, complete
with their own amplifiers and speakers but without radio tuners, are the
first Detrola items to make their
appearance as the season opens.
Model 400 operates on ac, has a
two-tube amplifier, dynamic speaker
and self-starting motor plus "everlasting" needle, lists at $14.95.
Model 401, at $16.95. is the same
but in a hardwood veneer cabinet
instead of Detrokoid. Model 402
is a portable ac-opcrated machine
and amplifier m a weatherproof
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The Weslinghouse 42X1 features
g<)o<l table-type styling at a price

Fourteen-lube, 4-baiid, automatic
record-changing AM/FM job just
released bv Howard

COMBINATIONS
carrying case with compartment for
discs.
DeWaid has 34 sets newly cataloged. Five compacts in colored
"Catalin" list at $19.95. Twentytwo table types in plastic and wood
range in price from $9.95 to $55,
3 being for ac operation, one for
operation in rural areas on batteries
or ac and the rest for ac or dc
operation. Four table type combinations, two for ac and two for
ac-dc use, are priced between $34.95
and $58.50. A large portable at
$24.95, a straight battery personal
model and a personal 3-way, both
at $19.95, complete the list, part

new and part "holdover/' .
Latest Emerson is battery-operated personal portable type "PowerMite" at $19.95 complete. Two
inches deep and weighing 3 lbs.,
the set is small and light enough
to be carried in a man's suit pocket,
has a case of black unbreakable
"Tenite" plastic and a panel finished in satin chrome. Hinged
cover operating "safety switch"
contains loop.
AM/FM Combinations
Efpcy has three deluxe compacts,
mirror-covered, colored plastic and
leather, an "open" model table type

af

^EW

phonograph, a closcd-lid type, three
automatic table type phonos and a
portable table type phonograph in
airplane luggage. Added, just before our deadline, were two large
chassis (sold with or without console cabinets), one a 14-tube affair
for AM and FM with 10 to 12 watts
of pushpull output into a highfidelity speaker and "tweeter" and
the other an 11-tuber for AM and
FM with single-ended, single
speaker output. Bass and treble
tone controls in both.
From Fad a comes word that with
the exception of three 3-way portables (P41, PD41 and PL41) just
announced and fresh from the design board, policy with respect to
1942 models has not yet been determined, sets in the existing line
continuing to be sold meanwhile.
Three new rural battery model
compacts have been added as a
second step in the Farnsworlh program, numbers CT41, CT42 and
CT43. (Portables were announced
earlier this spring.) Also two additional portables, CT59 and 60.
Non-Spill able. Battery
GE has a new table model phono
combination with automatic changer
and 4 watts output, a table type
radio with inclined dial and the
widely discussed new portable with
non-spillable storage battery. Latter
set has built-in copper-oxide rectifier permitting battery to be charged
from ac line or car battery with
receiver itself on or off, 90-volt
vibrator dispensing with B bat-

FARM SETS

■V

Admiral's 80E4 does a jol» on balleries
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CT43 by Farnsworth can be converted to ac-dc by adding one lube

"Top-dog" in RCA's rural radio line is
the 2515X3
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teries. (Circuit and additional technical details elsewhere in this
issue.)
Slick stunt by Hallicrafter is
mounting of three communication
receivers in one steel rack, with
auxiliary switch panel permitting
use of one monitor speaker or separate cones. Complete unit tunes
from 1.8 to 2,730 meters (110 kc.
to 165 mc.) without a skip, sells for
$450.
Howard has a 10-tube recorderradio chassis with which it is possible to duplicate records, made primarily for semi-professional recording studies. Includes all-band
tuner. Also announces an AM/FM
phono-radio combination using 14tubes, tuning 4-bands, housed in
modern version of period Chippendale cabinet. Special 12'"' Jensen
speaker and dual tone control for
boosting bass or accentuating treble.

Sonora goes deluxe with a
genuine cowhide version of
an earlier model
"Tom Thumb" by Automalic, a three-way, gets a
new season face-lifting

Cockpit "Interphone9*
Lear offers a portable receiver
designed expressly for Airways
communications, with built in "Interphone," lor ac, dc or dry cell
operation. Covers broadcast as well
as aeronautical bands. Has headphone jack. Lists at $44.95. "Interphone" feature consists of using
the set as an amplifier, plugging in
a mike to talk with adjacent cockpit
of 'plane through prop and motor
and wind noise.
Releasing the first half of its line
this month, Majestic says it will
include table models, portables, consoles' combinations and farm sets

PERSONALS

PHONOGRAPH

Built-in amplifier and speaker are
found in DetrohCs new 402
RADIO and Televhhn RETAILING, JUNE, 1941

listing between $9.95 and $69.95.
Seven-tube plastic goes for $14.95.
Table type automatic combinations
are priced at $39.95 and $49.95,
7-tube, two-band console with t.r.f.
lists at $49.95. Balance of line, to
be introduced in July, will cover
higher-priced consoles and console
combinations ranging in price from
$69.95 to $169,95.
Our preview hits the trade just a
little too early for a description of
the Motorola line but we do know
that one of the models shortly to be

seen will be a new 3-power portable
with detachable "X-Tenna" loop in
lid. Other features are said to be
vernier tuning, tuned ri. stage,
automatic switch for power changeover. Called the "Playmate."
Early information from RCA indicates that this company will start
initially with four new table models
and four new consoles, holding compacts under $20 "as is" in the
present line. New compacts will
incorporate improvemerits in r.f.
stages, shortwave bandspreading
and speakers. Consoles will be
called "Hollywood" series, featuring "Floodlight Tone" accomplished by the use of a new acoustical system, "Studio Controls"
(controls in horizontal rather than
vertical or angled plane). Has
already released two farm type compacts and a new "Pick-Me-Up"
portable.
"Studio-T one"
Sentinel's 1942 line will include
32 new models, featuring the slogan;
"Sentinel Studio-Tone." Featured
will be "top tuning" on a number
of table models and a new supersensitive r.f. stage. Battery sets
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Neat idea by Hallicrajters is
mounting of three sets In one rack
New Lear airplane receiver Incorporates novel inter-cockpit mike
imM

1
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end-tables, in bookshelves or on
bedside tables. And the popular
3-way "Candid" portable, re-styled
in a deluxe case of top-grain cowhide, price $29.95.
Twenty models will be found in
tlie now complete Siromberg-Corison line, including 3 table type acdc's covering standard broadcasting,
1 covering broadcasting and shortwaves, 1 broadcasting, shortwaves
and FM and 1 for FM only with
its own speaker plus provision for
connecting console speaker. Six
sets are straight radio consoles, one
covering broadcasting and shortwave and the others broadcasting,
shortwave, and FM. Then there
are 6 automatic record-changing
combinations tuning broadcasting,
shortwaves and FM and 2 automatic combo covering just broadcasting and shortwaves. (A variety of cabinet woods and
(Continued on Page 67)

COMMU NICATIQNI
feature built-in loop called "Sentenna-Scope," plus operating costs
said to be as low as one-half cent
per hour. Line complete with respect to portables, table types in
colored plastic and wood, consoles
and radio-phonographs in both
compact and console styles.
Improvements in the new model
501 aviation receiver by SetchellCarlson include two mike inputs
and two phone jacks permitting the
receiver to be used for inter-cockpit
communication, a re-styled metal
case. Lists at $39.95 with batteries
and one set of 'phones, with mikes
$5.95 extra. (Company now also
manufacturing fluorescent lighting

CONTINUED Story
WHAT with our own early closing in
order to distribute copies at the Chicago meetings and manufacturer Inability or reticence to release complete line
data before presstime, consoles are
largely missing from this initial pictorial
report although occasionally highlighted
in the text. This feature, therefore,
carries on in JULY
PAGE 20

Sentinel's 2631 features "top-tuning"

Another way of "skinning the compact cat," Sonora's "Jewel Box"

COMPACTS
fixtures for kitchens, commercial
and industrial uses.)
Sonora has four brand-new items:
A portable phono-radio at $32.95,
with self-starting rim-drive motor.
A portable phono-radio-recorder
featuring five-way entertainment at
•$69.95, featuring heavy-duty rimdrive motor, crystal playback with
lifetime needle, magnetic cutting
head. An ac-dc compact at $29.95
built within a "Jewel-Box" cabinet
made of solid walnut with marfjuetry inlay trim, useful on desks,

Crosley's latest white plastic ac-dc set
tunes two bands

•m
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Westinghouse

YOU'LL

FIND

Radios
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I
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So

When you have a radio prospect hard to sellone who demands sound reasons before he'll
give up his money—it's possible to make your
sales job easier by showing him a Westinghouse.
There are good reasons why. Take for example
the radio-phonograph combination shown at left.
This radio (Model WR-42X1) has a superheterodyne chassis, self-starting motor, crystal
pick-up, built-in loop antenna, improved dynamic
speaker. It will play either 10" or 12" records
with the lid closed. It has 5 tubes, 2 being dual
purpose, giving the effect of 7-tube performance.
It offers beam power output with double power
on the phonograph, automatic volume control,
two position tone control and other features to
help make your sales task easier.
Yet, it is one of the lowest priced combinations on the market!
Your customer depends on you to advise him
about radio values. Tell him the facts about the
Westinghouse and he will make the sale for you.
Write or phone your Westinghouse distributor today.

WESTINGHOUSE
WR-12X10. Continenial
type in walnut grain plastic.
6-iube superheterodyne,
AC-DC. Tone control. Automatic volume control.
Dustproof dynamic speaker. Inclosed loop antenna.

WESTINGHOUSE
WR-12X14. 6-tube superheterodyne, AC-DC. Spush
buttons. Tone control. Automatic volume control.
Dustproof dynamic speaker. Inclosed loop antenna.

WESTINGHOUSE
WR-12X8. Plastic continental type, walnut grain
finish. 5-tube superheterodyne, AC-DC, Standard
and Foreign bands. Electro
dynamic speaker. Automatic volume control. Inclosed loop antenna.

WESTINGHOUSE
WR-12X15.6-tube superheterodyne, AC-DC. Standard and Foreign bands. 5
electrical push buttons.
Automatic volume control,
beam power. Dustproof
dynamic speaker. Inclosed
loop antenna.

Westinghouse
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Chicago

SHOW

COMPANY
TRADEMARK BOOTH
AerOTor Corp.
Aerovox
828
Alliance Mfg. Co.
Even-Speed
728
Alpha Wire Corp.
Alpha
719
Amer. Lava Corp.
AISiMag
1022
Amer. Mic. Co., Inc. Amer. Mic.
628
Amer. Phenolic Corp. Am phenol
418, 420
Amer. Radio Hdwe. Go. ARHCO
824
Amer. Tel & Radio Co. ATR
731
Amperite Co.
Amperite
931
Astatic Corp.
422
Atlas Cond. Prod. Co, Astatic
Atlas
403
Atlas Sound Corp.
Atlas
Sound
503
Audak Co., Inc.
Audak
3
Audio Devices, Inc.
Audio
Devices
5
Belden. Mfg. Co.
Belden
914, 916
Bell Sound Systems
Boifone
415
Bliley Elec. Go.
Bliley
730
Brush Development Co,. Brush
627
Bud Radio, Inc.
Bud
715, 717
Burgess Battery Co.
Burgess
925, 927
Carron Mfg. Co.
Carron
830
Centralab
Centralab
108, 110
Cinaudagraph Corp. Cinaudagraph 623,
625
Clarostat Mfg. Co.
Clarostat
620 . 622
Continental Carbon Cont. Garb,
218
Continental Elec. Co. Cetron
301
Cornell-Dubllier Elec. C-D
9. 11
Crowe Name Plate Co, Crowe
417,
419
David Bogen Co, Inc. Bogen
918
DeJur-Atnsco Corp.
DeJur
1011
Drake Elec. Works, Inc. Drake
926. 928
Earl Webber Go.
405
Edw.I. Guthman & Co. Webber
Guthman
313
E. F, Johnson Co.
E. F. Johnson 826
Eicor, Inc.
Eicor
631
Elec. Soldering Iron Esico
413
Electro-Voice Mfg. Co. Electro-Voice 1019
Elecfrovox Co. Inc.
Walco
1010
Garrard Sales Corp.
Garrard
102
Cen'l Cement Mfg. Co. General
Cem. 629
GenT Ceramics Co.
Cer. 1017
Gen'I Dry Batt., Inc. General
General
428
Gen'I Industries Co. G.
I.
1027
GenT Transf. Corp.
GTC
414
Halldorson Co.
Halldorson
615
Haliicrafters, Inc.
Haliicrafters 711, 713
Hammarlund Mfg. Co. Hammarlund 924
lllckok Elec. Instr. Co. Hlckok
619,621
Howard Radio Co.
Howard
409. 411
Hygrade Sylvan ia Corp. Sylvania
18. 20
Hytron Corp.
Hytron
104
Indiana Steel Prod. Co. Indiana Steel 721,
723
Insuline Corp. of Amer. 1CA
724, 726
Int'l Resistance Co.
IRC
1021-23
Jackson Elec. Instr. Co. Jackson
1025
James Millen Mfg. Co. James Millen 630
Jensen Radio Mfg. Co. Jensen
624, 626
J. F. D, Mfg. Co.
J. F, D,
404
John F. Rider
Rider
111
John Meek Industries John
Meek
401
Kainer & Co.
Kainer
429
Ken-Rad Tube & Lamp Ken-Rad
1020
Les Logan Go.
Speed-X
431
McGraw-Hill Pah, Co.
311
Meissner Mfg. Co.
Meissner
614, 616
Million Radio & Tele. Million
433
National Carbon Co. Eveready
727, 729
National Co. Inc.
National
912
Olimite Mfg. Co.
Ohmlte
929
Operadio Mfg, Co.
Operadio
930
Oxford Tartak Radio Oxford Tartak 829
Park Metalware Co.
Xcelite
618
Par-Metal Prod. Corp. Par-Metal
402
Permo Prod. Corp.
Permo Point 407
Pioneer Gen-E-Motor Plncor
210
Precision Appar. Co. Precision
208
Premax Products
Premax
425
Presto Recording Corp. Presto
430, 432
P. R. Mallory & Co,
Mallory-Yaxley 821, 823
Quam-Nichols Co.
Ouam-Nichols 216
Racon Elec. Co. Inc. Racon
406
Radiart Corp.
Radiart
116, 118
Radio City Prod. Co. RCP
1012
Raytheon Prod. Corp. Raytheon
617
RCA Mfg. Co.
RCA
13, 15
Readrite Meter Works Readrite
725
RecorDlsc. Corp.
RecorDlsc
1015
Rek-O-Kut Corp.
Rek-O-Kut
505
Rola Co.
Rola
910
Shure Brothers
Shure
212, 214
Simpson Elec, Co.
Simpson
421, 423
Solar Mfg. Corp.
Solar
115
Specialties Mfg. Co.
Specialties
408
Sprague Prod. Co.
Sprague
921, 923
Standard Transf. Corp. Stancor
117, 119
Supreme Instru. Corp. Supreme
825, 827
Talk-A-Phone Mfg. Co. Talk-A-Phone 319
Thordarson Elec. Mfg. Thordarson
920, 922
Transf. Corp. of Amer. Clarion
10
Trav-Ler Karenola
Trav-Ler Kar. 16
Tflmm Mfg, Co. Ltd. Trlmm
1013
Trlplett Elec. Instr.
Tripiett
720, 722
Tung-Sol Lamp Works Tung-Sol
410, 412
Turner Go.
Turner
1029-31
United Transf. Corp. UTC
1
University Labs.
University
831
Utah Radio Prod. Co. Utah
1016-18
Vaco Prod. Co.
Amberyl
1014
Vasco Elec. Mfg. Co. Vasco
325
Vulcan Elec. Co.
Vulcan
501
Walter L. Schott Co. Walsco
426
Ward Leonard Elec. Co. Ward Leonard 109
Ward Products Corp. Ward Products 820, 822
Webster-Chicago Corp. Webster-Chgo 112, 114
Webster Elec. Co.
Webster Elec. 317
Wilcox-Gay Corp.
Recordio
6
Wm. Brand & Co.
Turbo
424
Witt Co.
Wlrt
416
Worner Products
Worner
435
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Exhiii'Tors

PRINCIPAL PRODUCTS
Capacitors. Resistors. Filters. Testers
Phono, recording tuning motors
Radio wires and wire products
Ceramic insulators
Microphones and accessories
Sockets. Plugs. Connectors.
Hardware. Screw machine products
Vibrators. Inverters. Eliminators.
Microphones. Ballast tubes. Relays
Microphones, Pickups. Cutters.
Capacitors
Speakers, Horns. Driver units
P.A. systems. Pickups. Cutters.
Recorders. Blanks. Styli. Handbooks
Antenna systems. Wire. Multiple cables
P.A. systems. Inter-corns. Recorders
Quartz crystals. Holders- Ovens
Microphones. Pickups, Cutters. Phones
yariable & fixed capacitors. Coils. Parts
Dry Batteries. Flashlights
Cones. Field coils. Tester kits. Rec, discs
Resistors. Switches. Capacitors
Speakers. Horns, BafHes
Resistors- Ballasts. Testers
Resistors. Capacitors. Filters.
Photo cells. Rectifiers
Capacitors. Filters. Testers
Dials. Escutcheons. Tuning units
P.A. systems. Recorders. Blanks. Speakers
Rheostats. Meters. Photo cells
Soldering irons. Accessories
Test equipment. Door chimes
Coils. Transformers. Wire. Shields
Transmitting equipment
Dynamotors. Motors. Generators. Plants
Soldering Irons, Accessories
Microphones. Accessories
Recording discs. Needles
Record changers. Phono Motors. Pickups
Cements. Finishes, Cables- Knobs
Insulators
Dry batteries
Phono motors. Changers. Rec. devices
Fluorescent equip. Transformers. Packs
Transformers
Communication receivers. Transmitters
Parts. Receivers. Transmitting equip.
Test equipment
Communication receivers. Recording discs
Receiving tubes
Receiving, transmitting, bearing aid tubes
Permanent magnets
Auto antennas. Radio parts
Fixed and variable resistors
Test equipment
Communication receivers, parts
Speakers, associated equip.
Radio, auto radio accessories
Radio manuals, text books
Sound systems
Horns. Baffles, Reflex trumpets
Vacuum tubes
Telegraph keys
Radio Retailing
Kits- Parts. Receivers. FM tuners
Test equipment. Sound systems
Dry batteries. Air-cell
Communication receivers, parts
Resistors. Switches. R. F. Chokes
Amplifiers. Speakers. Inter-coms.
Speakers. Exponential horns
Tools, Testers. Aerial connectors
Metal cabinets. Chassis. Panels. Racks
Playback, cutting needles
Dynamotors. Motor-generators. Light plants
Test equipment
Antennas, accessories
Recording equipment, accessories
Condensers. Vibrators. Rectifiers. Switches
Speakers and equipment
Speakers. Horns. Units
Vibrators. Packs. Aerials
Test equipment, accessories
Tubes
Tubes. Parts. Test equip. Amateur equip.
Test equipment
Recording blanks
Recording equipment, accessories
Sneakers
Microphones. Pickups. Cutters
Test equipment
Condensers. Testers. Filters
Relays. Radio wires
Condensers. Resistors. Testers
Transformers. Packs. Kits
Test equipment
Record players. Recorders. Intercoms
Amplifiers. Transformers. Transmitters
P. A. systems. Recorders. Intercoms
Recorders. Players. Automatic changers
Headphones. Phone plugs. Amplifiers
Test equipment
Tubes. Dial lamps. Car signal flashers
Microphones. Vibrators
Transformers. Reactors. Regulators, Kits
Speakers. Reflectors. Baffles. Drivers
Speakers. Vibrators. Resistors. Transf's
Tools
Soldering irons
Soldering irons. Resistor tubes. Lamp bulbs
Staple driver. Dial cables. Chemicals
Resistors. Relays. Control devices
Antennas
Sound sys. Changers. Motors. Intercoms
Sound sys. Pickups. Cutters. Intercoms
Recording equipment. Blanks
Tubing. Varnished cloths. Papers. Tapes
Fixed & variable resistors. Switches
Photo-electric devices

Editorial roundup of
new product details continuing right up to presstime for this
special pre-view resulted in the
receipt of much data here presented
at least simultaneously with first
trade showings.
Some manufacturers had designs
near ready for release, regretted
their inability to supply final technical details or photos before we
printed and said they hoped to
make our regular new merchandise
columns next month. Others passed
along a few hints.
Trick Tube Socket
Alpha Wire, for instance, intrigued us by saying it would have
several new types of wire that "jobbers can readily sell but to which
they have given little thought in
the past."
American Microphone has a new
crystal mike with a coupling sys» Michigan,
STATION
Ohio CALL LtttTERS 1949

BUTTON TABS—They are cleverly
grouped by States, come complete
with cutting guide
lem between diaphragm and element
said to double usual output and
further smooth out response, supplied in 200 and 500 ohm types.
RADIO and Television RETAILING, JUNE, 1941

NEW

MERCHANDISE

PARTS . .. TESTERS . .. SOUND . .. RECORDERS
. . . TOOLS

. . . ACCESSORIES and ALLIED

PRODUCTS to meet today's Sales and Service Needs

AMPLIFIED CARILLON—Its chimes
are harmonic-loned within l/5000th
of 1 per cent .....
I
Also a new dynamic in which double
units are employed to provide an
over-all range from 25 to above
10,000 c.p.s., with a selector switch
so that high or low units may be
used separately.
Among other things, American
Phenolic has a trick new tube socket
which fastens: to a chassis without
the use of screws or rivets. Soft
metal flanges not unlike those used
in the construction of certain types
of toys are bent with the fingers
into slots cut by a special punch
when the. chassis hole is knocked
out. Also announces a line of connectors made in accordance with
Army and Navy specs, comprising
18 different sizes carrying from 1 to
42 contacts, with 72 possible combinations available. A variety of
conduit fittings are also new.
A vibrator-operated B eliminator
refined in recent months by American Television & Radio delivers 90
volts d.c. at 10 mav operating from

rechargeable flashlight cells, ordinary flashligh cells or from a car
storage battery, is smaller than
equivalent B's and weighs about
one-third less.
Amperite thinks its type PG
dynamic mike is particularly hot,
Says it is uni-directional, eliminates
feedback and has flat response.
"PG," in case you are interested,

NEW MICAS—Both companies whose
latest types are pictured report de-

mand for moulded, insulated-mount
capacitors in high-voltage styles

1

r

i

I

stands for "pressure gradient."
Output, 55 db. Two models, for
speech and music, at $25 and $32
list (illustrated in these pages).
Straining every nerve to get new
stuff out was Atlas Sound, reporting the addition of two specific
items to its line. "Trigger" microphone stand scheme (illustrated)
allowing one-hand adjustment of
height. And the RC-1 speaker control for individual high-level adjustment in p.a. installations, built
within a shielded flush-mounting
box and handling up to 15 watts of
audio.
Glass Base Discs
Glass-base recording discs caught
our eye for obvious reasons in the
line of Audio Devices, Firm feels
pretty proud of its design job keeping the stuff thin, flat, smooth, free
from spring or warp and congenial
toward acetate coatings, says the
real McCoy is its method of cutting
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and drilling.
Bud has added three code-practice oscillators, one with a magnetic
speaker, another with a dynamic
and still another for 'phones.
Brush Development has a "number of new products" but says "nix"
for publication this month.
Featured among new Continental
Carbon products are "Oilacon"
hermetically sealed condensers,
"Filternoys" units for fluorescent
lighting units, blue vitreous enamel
wire wound resistors with tinned
copper wire leads, smaller wire
wounds moulded in Bakelite, flexible
wire wounds and moulded types
with axial leads.
CorneU-Dubilier releases type 7
moulded Bakelite capacitor, says a
type 8 will be available shortly.
First unit seen is of insulated
mounting hole type (illustrated)
with l|-inch spacing, usual tinned
metal lugs. Standards are brown,
special low-lossers yellow.
Heavy duty rheostats and potentiometers, meters, have been given
a general "face-lifting" in the
DeJur-Amsco line and the company
is also rocking electrical instruments
for aircraft use with superfine features such as temperature compensation, high torque.
Electro-Voice says its line of
mikes is at present about the same
as last season but that it Is working
on a few new designs for future
release.
Ertvood Sound has some new

STREAMLINED DYNAMIC—Unidirectional, il features freedom
from feedback and flat response
TRIGGER ACTION — You just
squeeze and then release to adjust
microphone stand height .....
equipment but couldn't quite make
the grade in time for this roundup.
Flexible Pushbutton Tabs
Interesting item in General
Cement's still wet catalog was its
sheets of pushbutton call-letter tabs,
cleverly arranged by State groups,
permitting servicemen to purchase
just the ones they use and not dx
(illustrated). Brown sheets with
ivory letters, or translucent types,
available. Also showed dial cord
SINGLE-SPEED RECORDER — New machines
like this meet many needs
for good, low-priced equipment

|
..il1

dressing, dial cable racks and an
improved "Felt-Koat" finish kit
with flocks of uses. (Ed. Note:
Please excuse pun.)
A new "Porta-Power" unit supplying 1% volts A and 90 volts of B
when connected to a 6 volt d.c.
source is certain to be a popular
item in General Transformer's line.
Hickok is getting ready to deliver
new electronic volt-milliammeter for
ac or dc measurements, is working
on a 5-inch oscillograph. Definitely
ready with an electronic bridge and
a power analyzer instrument.
A recording disc in a (5^-inch
"economy" size by Howard uses
the same type C black coating used
on this firm's metal-base discs and
will list at 10^.
A new type of "Speech-Master"
reproducer has just been announced
by Jensen. Comes in two models,
one for desk or wall mounting and
(he other for panel mounting. Both
are p.m. types employing the peridynamic principle, handle 5 watts
and are especially designed for
maximum speech intelligibility.
Priced at $9.95 and $8.10.
Sound "Selector-Box"
John Meck's latest catalog lists
10, 15, 25, 35 and 70-watt widerange amplifiers, plus a 70-140 watt
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DELIVERING!

Dealers: Hiis is a peak prosperity year.
Factory payrolls are booming, farm incomes are bigger,
millions are back at work. This means stepped-up
sales . . . stepped-up profits for you with the great new
1942 Sentinel line ... the greatest in Sentinel's history.
There are electric sets with ,vStudio-Tone" . . . battery
sets with built-in loop aerials ... an array of gorgeous
models ranging from popular camera-size portables up to
deluxe consoles and phono-radio combinations. AH are
built to please ... super performers .. . priced for instant
selling... and offered to you at substantial dealer discounts.
SENTINEL RADIO
2020 RIDGE AVENUE
•

CORPORATION
GVANSTON, ILLINOIS

/ SEND COUPON FOR FUU
■ SENTINEL RADIO CORPORATION
i 2020 Ridge Ave. Dept. RR-6 Evanston, Illinois
Please send me full details on Sentinel's new 1942
I line, including facts on Sentinel's all-out merchanI dising program,
' Dealer's
i Name
•
I
I Address

NO AERIA

31
mm
mmmdL
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Mart*

New

electrolytic capacitors (illustrated)
trademarked "Red Cap."
Also
plays up dry electrolytics for twistprong mounting.
Sprague has added a line of new
mica capacitors for 1,000, 2,500 and
5,000 volt work (illustrated). Says
demand for EL type is rapidly increasing, hence a few additional listings on this item too. Using smaller
aluminum cans on certain electrolytics following re-design in the
interest of defense program, cutting
older 11-inch diameters down to
1-inch.

MERCHANDISE

I P

MODERN SIGNAL-GENERATOR —
Lo, a large, dual-scale dial a man can
really read » . . . .
duplex job and 15, 25 and 40watters for 6-volt dc. operation.
Also shows two multiple speaker
systems, the "Audiograph'' school
system and special selector box
which may be used as the basis of
an industrial paging system.
Out at Kato, engineers have designed an electric plant turning out
4000 watts at 1BOO r.p.m. or 2000
watts at 1200 r.p.m., standard 60cycle 110-volt ac. And a job
delivering 500 watts of ac plus 200
watts of 6-volt dc if desired. Both
units gasoline engine driven.
Operadio reported that it was
just about set with several new
intercommunicators and paging
models to market under the "Flexifpne" trademark, had some new
wrinkles to show in sound equipment for industrial use.
Called the most important item
in Presto's new line was the K-8
recorder, low-priced 15-minute portable. Other new items included a
9-C recording turntable which also
makes and reproduces iS-minute
transcriptions and can be attached
to motion picture projectors or
radio sets. An 11-A turntable was
also promised the trade, as were
recording blanks with base material
other than aluminum. Exact nature
of base material not yet disclosed.
Midget Appliance Tester
A pocket-size tester for electrical appliances has just been released by Radio City Products,
eighteen measurement ranges including ac and dc line voltages up
PAGE 26

APPLIANCE TESTER — Pocket-size
instrument reading, among other
things, power consumption . ... .
to 250, four dc ampere ranges to 25
amps and the same for ac, four dc
watts ranges up to 3,000 with a
similar circuit for ac. Direct-reading where line is 120 volts and
power factor of the appliance under
test unity. Curves and data supplied with instrument for other
conditions (illustrated). Also has
a new model 661 electronic multitester which combines in one instrument the functions of a vacuumtube voltmeter for ac and dc.,
vacuum-tube ohmmeter and vacuum-tube capacity meter.
RCA has a new "pushmike"
adapter and stand, an addition to
this firm's line of microphone accessories. Switch type adapter is fitted
with double - pole - double - throw
mechanism operated by "push-totalk" button that may be locked in
the talk position, may be fitted to
any stand with |" 27 thread.
Solar intends to push its tiny dry

Micro-Tuneo Carillon
Just added to Sundt Engineering's musical tower equipment is a
new micro-tuned carillon (illustrated). Outstanding feature, says
firm, is tuning of chimes to average
accuracy of 1/5000 of 1 per cent by
means of a cathode-ray oscillograph.
Tuning idea consists of picking off
one of the higher harmonics and
tuning to it rather than the fundamental tone. Another feature is
obtained by picking up the fundamental of the chimes by means of
magnetic pickups. Bell tones are
full octave below the strike note
ordinarily heard by ear.
Transformer Corporation is
nearly ready with two new "Clarion" sound equipment lines, the
"Streamliner" and "Superliner"
series. First "Streamliner" seen is
an economically priced system with
three mike input channels, one
phono channel, separate bass and
treble controls, inverse feedback.
First "Superliner" is a 30-watt job
of the deluxe variety with four mike
inputs, a low gain input, individual
equalizer controls and an output
meter calibrated in watts and db.
Triumph offers two new test
(.Continued on page 67)

MS

DRY ELECTROLYTICS—Smaller and equipped with
leads and mounting lugs to speed up service , . . . .
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Presto K-8
See It at the Show

The smallest, lightest, lowest priced recorder on the
market that will make and play a continuous 15 minute recording at 33% RPM. The newest "best seller"
in the Presto line. Announced May 1st. Hundreds
now in use. See it at the Show.

stations and studios. Reasonably priced. Full distributor discounts. See it at the Show.
NEW PRESTO STEEL
THE SHOW
NEW PRESTO GLASS

BASE DISC

Made in the new $250,000 Presto disc plant. Better
than the finest aluminum base disc. Smoother, flatter,
thicker than metal base discs. Replaces the famous
Presto Q disc for high fidelity recording in radio

BASE

DISC

For radio stations, schools, studios and home recording. The perfect recording medium for your
customers who want something BETTER in recording blanks. Made in 6", 7", 8", 10", 12" and 16" sizes.
Ask for a Presto steel base disc at our booth 430-32.
Take it and compare it with other discs offered for
general purpose recording. Decide to stock this
new Presto moneymaker. See it at the Show.

NEW PRESTO SYNCROSOUND SYSTEM
Gives perfect lip synchronization of disc recordings with 8mm and 16mm movies. Makes 8mm
talking pictures at home. Easily attached to any
make of recorder, phonograph, projector or
camera. On demonstration at booth 430-32.
See it at the Show.
Camera Drive Unit
Turntable Unit
Projector Unit
Syncrosound System—See It at the Show!
JUST RELEASED I New Presto Catalog and Distributor's Catalog Sheet. Send for Your Copies Today.
ln 0ther Ci>ies Phone
ATLANTA
4372
■*H|
TfR
451C
mm Wm r r ^
mm
In Other Cities,' Phone .' .' .' ATLANTA Jacl* 4373 .* BOSTON, Bel 451
■•■Keg*
IB L CHICAGO.
CHICAGO Har.4240 •- CLEVELAND,
Cleveland.Me
denve
mm K fc ^ I ■■
Me. 1565 • Dallas,37093
DALLAS,37093 *- DENVER
■ IB ■■ wm B
Ch 4277 • DETROIT, Univ. 1-0180 • HOLLYWOOD, HU. 9133 • KANS/
RFrnRnilir rnRP
CITY, Vic. 4631 • MINNEAPOLIS, Atlantic4216 - Montreal, Wei.421
oJO iurnT- cr: L ot m w
PHILADELPHIA, Penny. 0542 - ROCHESTER, Cul. 5548 • SAN FRANO
242 WEST 55th ST. N.Y.
co, Yu. 0231 * Seattle, Sen. 2560 • Washington, d. c, shep 4o<
World's Largest Alanufacturers of Instantaneous Sound Pecord'no Equipment md Disi
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JERRY, CAT and CUSTOMER—He poshes fwo kinds
of porfables In New York's famed Greenwich Village

WHEN sound rental jobs are
handled out. in the. "wide
open spaces/' with relatively long
road runs between, it is extremely
important that truck packing be
compact and fastenings are essential
to keep equipment from jouncing
around. At the same time the system must be easy to remove and set
up, as well as to take down and load
again, otherwise the time consumed
during such operations will be out.
of line and it may even be necessary
to travel an extra man in order to
meet schedule dates.
Out in Boise, Idaho, Haight's
Radio Supply Company has such a
problem and has solved it particularly well. One of the largest sound
engineering and sales organizations
in the far west, this firm does much
rental business in sparsely settled
areas and has worked out a truck
packing system that admirably fills
the bill.
Duplicate Speaker Fittings

TYPERAOIO

Francis

NOVEL yet obviously practical Is the
merchandise combination offered
denliens of New York City's famed
Greenwich Village area by enterprising
Jerry Francis, who specializes in the sale
of portable typewriters and portable
radios.
The "Village," you see, is liberally
sprinkled with writers, people who copy
or proofread or translate manuscripts
for a living plus students. For all of
them machines are necessary working
tools. And compact sets provide Inexpensive entertainment without cramping necessarily small studios.
The two portable items sell hand-inhand. So, at least, Francis discovered
shortly after he started to sell typewriters. Dozens of people asked if he
repaired radios and, at first, such business was turned over to neighboring
PAGE 28

stores. Then Jerry got smart, took on
a line of receivers, sent out a hundred
circulars about them to old typewriter
customers and made radio a permanent
part of his business when over twenty
per cent expressed Interest in replies.
Effective method of converting many
radio repair requests into new merchandise sales (and one apparently a regular stock In trade among typewriter
dealers) is the insidious Francis technique of pointing out to prospects the
fact that it is frequently painless to the
pocketbook to trade In the old set for a
new one and duck cash outlay for repairs. Cash, it seems, is no more plentiful In the Village than elsewhere so timepayments with little or no "foldingmoney" down work wonders.
For typeradlo dealer Francis this is
the approach.

Each of the lightweight Haight
sound trucks has a set of rugged
shelves built within the body on the
back of the partition dividing it
from the driver's compartment.
Amplifiers and tuners are held on
these shelves without fastening by
partitioning the shelves off so that
such equipment fits compartments
snugly.
Each truck is equipped with a
50-foot collapsible metal mast of the
"latticework" variety and these
masts slide into the truck bodies on
wooden "cradles" which hold them
securely in place. There is little
length to spare in the truck bodies
so the top of the masts are projected into a recess cut through the
forward partition, beneath the
shelving.
Six University model LH reflex
air column trumpets with PAH
RADIO .and Television RETAILING, JUNE. 1941
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RENTALS with long road runs between require compact
loading schemes and equipment fastenings that "stay
put." Yet systems must be easy to set up and take down
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TRUCK IN USE—High cluster insures coverage while speakers mounted
on the truck serve as auxiliaries. The
latter may be raised, are here shown
as used when truck is In motion

-a
m

PACKED TRUCK — Speakers nest
along one wall, are clamped in fittings
bolted to the floor and never removed.
50-fpot mast In place on wood cradle
at left
permanent magnet dynamic driver
units nest along one inside wall,
four just off the floor and the other
two between them and the roof. All
six are securely mounted in fittings
rigidly bolted to the floor and never
removed from the trucks. These are
precisely the same sort of fittings
upon which the speakers are later
mounted at the top of the masts but
are a duplicate set.

dA 'J'i

"

One-Man Masts
Most setups are handled by
mounting the two black speakers on
top of tubular masts permanently
mounted outside the trucks to the
left and right of the corner windshield pillars, setting up the 50-foot
mast with its four trumpets close to
the truck. Skillful placing of guy
wires and a built-in steel cable type
RADfO ancf Tehvidon RETAILING, JUNE. 1941

Latticework mast in use on a reviewing stand remote from the truck

hand winch permits the big mast to
be raised by one man.
Jobs of this type have frequently
been ready to operate within 20
minutes after the driver applied his
parking brake and half an hour is
normal. Haight rarely sends more
than one operator with a truck.
Speaker design plus ruggedness
of the tubular masts makes it possible to operate the two car speakers, if this is desired, at any normal
rate of speed while rolling over the
roads. Telescoping in design, these
two masts may be extended to 12
feet for fixed location coverage but
they are never, of course, extended
when a truck is in motion.
Power supply with which to operate the amplifiers and lights is, of
course, provided but the system
used is conventional and therefore
requires no descriptionPAGE 29
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FM

Sales

IN WHAT WAY will the merchandising of FM receivers differ from AM? This is a question
many dealers watching the new art
develop in areas where there is
adequate program service are at
present studying.
Such dealers will find helpful information on the subject in the
experiences of the following three
New York retailers, already actively
engaged in the sate of these sets.
Against Home Previews
JOHN J. SHANECK, Bronx,
New York City, merchandising
radios for past 20 years, finds it
easy to interest his custbmers in an
FM demonstration. Credit for this,
he says, goes to fine promotional
groundwork laid by FM industry
over past year and step-up in program material. As he put it, the
public is FM conscious now and
wants to be informed about this
new broadcasting art. Thinks the
dealer with the best answers is certain to get the most business.
Shaneck stages 99% of his FM
demonstrations in the store, is deadset against home previews on account of the antenna problem.
Demonstrating, in homes on any old
antenna invites the possibility of
noise and gives the prospect a
chance to doubt its value in this
respect. Shaneck says: "When you

ENTHUSIASM Needdd
GENUINE ZEAL for the new
service is a common characteristic of outstanding radio dealers doing the best early sales job
PAGE 32
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PROPER ANTENNA "OR ELSE"—Radio retailer John J. Shaneck. He
demonstrates on a store di-pole, refuses to hook FM to inadequate skywires
in homes
actually make a sale come out flatfooted for an FM aerial installation/'
Promotes customers for FM by
circularizing best clientele. Watches
out for customers who talk furniture, quality or noisy reception.
They are definite prospects for frequency-modulation receivers.
Emphasizes Quality
QUEENSBORO RADIO SERVICE, Jamaica, Long Island, concentrates on quality reproduction.
Emphasizes this feature to all customers who appredate good music.
Finds the record counter a veritable gold mine for unearthing prospects. When a customer inquires
about a classical number, salesmen
give him "the works" on the new
FM sets. In their opinion, these
prospects are "naturals."
The serviceman, with his entry
in the home, is another excellent
source for snaring customers.
Queensboro takes complete advantage of this angle. Technicians lead
up to the new broadcasting develop-

ment and finish with an invitation
to customer for a personal demonstation.
Queensboro contends that anyone buying a quality set today
should insure his purchase with
FM facilities.
Employs Direct Methods
MILTON and MOE SCHLEICHER, brothers and partners of
Schlekher Radio, White Plains,
N. Y., use simple, direct methods
for merchandising FM receivers.
They say: "Find out what the
prospect is particularly interested
in, (high-fidelity, noise-free reception or furniture) and then concentrate your sales talk on that feature." It is their experience that
when you try to cover too much
ground it causes confusion and
often spikes the sale.
Schleicher brothers advise that
free FM concerts m churches, clubs
are a big producer of prospects.
Right now, this dealer is arranging
to hold a number of free auditions
in the leading dubs of his city.
RADIO and 7Vews/on RETAILING. JUNE. 1941

If YOU attend the National Radio Parts Show in the
Hotel-Stevens, Chicago, June 10-13, you'll see the
Sylvania radio tube line, including the new "LockIn" tube, on display in the Sylvania booths 18-20.
The entire brigade of hot Sylvania business getters,
too, will be there for your inspection.
On hand to greet you will be Sylvania factory
men who engineer Sylvania Tubes, editors of Sylvania News who interpret technical developments
for you, and the men who are creating, planning and
producing the sales and advertising material to help
you sell.
Don't forget — Sylvania booths 18-20 —to your
right at the foot of the stairs as you enter the Convention Hall.
Sylvania Radio Tube Division
HYGRADE SYLVANIA CORPORATION
Emporium, Pa. • Saiem, Mass, • St. Marys, Pa. • Ipswich, Mass. • Towanda, Pa.
Also makers of Hyjrade Lamp Bulbs, Upgrade Fluorescent Lamps
and Miraliinic Fliiorescent Light Fi.rfures

PARTS

tmtl

JOBBERS

promotion and the cost of sales
time expended among dealers not
interested in radio parts.

Sudeiines

Another Case
TEMPTATION to step out of character is
always just around the corner. There may
be "gold in them thar hills"

or, on the

other hand, you may get your pants singed

By HAROLD F. JENKINS
Fred C. Harrison Co., Elmtra, AT. Y.

PARTS JOBBERS are frequently intrigued by the possibility of increasing profits through
the addition of sidelines not part
of the radio business.
Typical items include fluorescent
lighting, photographic equipment,
sporting goods and model airplane
parts. And there are cases on record of profits made by radio parts
jobbers with such sidelines. But
results are more frequently disappointing and in some instances have
been downright disastrous.
Trouble is usually due to purchasing heavily without considering actual demand, established competition, popularity of various brands
and the tastes of a particular territory with sufficient care before
taking the plunge.
Two Actual Experiences
Reporting of two actual experiences will help me make my point:
One jobber, located in a mediumsized city boasting three wholesale
electrical supply houses, was dazzled
by their sales of an electrical gadget of the "flash" variety or temporary novelty type. He neglected
to consider that their retail contacts
included many novelty stores and
was surprised to find that he
couldn't move the sideline in the
radio trade while they continued to
close sales just about the same as
before.
These three, electrical jobbers had
for years been on the friendliest of
PAGE 34

terras with the radio house and
passed along much business in tubes
and other allied products, keeping
strictly out of the electronic picture
themselves. Naturally, they discontinued this practice. So our
friend really took a double licking
because he failed to consider all the
possible angles of the "flyer" in
which he became hastily involved.
Then there is the jobber who
greeted with open arms every factory representative who called on
him with a distributing proposition,
eventually falling for something
completely outside his field because
of the comparatively broad discounts.
He knew there was a healthy consumer demand for the type of product taken on, found out too late "that
old, established retailers in this field
had long favored other brands. The
one he bought was supported by
little national advertising and would
not move.
Aside from losing money on stock
which quickly became obsolete, this
jobber had to chalk up additional
losses for extensive advertising and

HASTE Maes HEADACHES

BETTER

READ

the true

stories reported here before you take the plunge

Even lines closely allied to the
radio business can be expensive
playthings. Much depends upon
the nature of the territory.
A radio parts jobber operating in
a comparatively small town, serving
dealers in rural communities, recently took on an extensive line of
phonograph records. Now, everybody knows that phonoplayers and
combinations are going particularly
well nationally and that discs are hot
when the country is considered as
a whole. But this jobber overlooked the fact that not many record
playing machines had yet penetrated
into his territory and stocked much
too heavily.
Classical discs may be worked off
the shelves eventually but popular
numbers go out of date quickly and
will probably represent a serious
loss. Money i-s thus tied up which
might better have been used in this
particular case to increase stocks
of condensers, resistors and other
bread-and-butter items.
One Man*s Meat . . .
All of the items mentioned make
money under the right conditions.
I believe, however, that in far too
many cases parts jobbers plunge
before giving sufficient consideration to the dependability of demand,
potential volume in their particular
territory and the probable effect of
established competition.
Parts jobbers contemplating the
addition of sidelines, particularly
sidelines not strictly part of the
radio business, should note particularly the painstaking study of new
lines by chains before such organizations take any step toward diversification.
Some sidelines can add dollars
to any parts jobber's income but
none of them will do 5t unless they
are handled with foresight. Money
may frequently be used to better advantage right within your own bailiwick.
s
Investigate carefully. Never invest in haste.
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DEPENDABLE
Here we are again—we replacements
for the many manufacturers that
used Ken-Rad better tubes for initial
equipment last year. Stock us for
quick turnover and added profits.
For we assure you completely satis-

KEN-RAD

Tfadio

TUted

fied customers. As one writes; "I
know that your tubes will give me
full satisfaction as I have been
using them in my sets for some time
and do not believe that there are
better tubes on the market."

TUBE & LAMP CORPORATION, I N C. • 0 W E N S B 0 R 0,
Makers of Kert'Rad Radio Tubes and Ken-Rad Electric Lamp Bulbs
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Sells the Job

ADVERTISING IMPORTANT —
Tracks are light delivery type, topped
with neon sign to flash name of service shop

VOLUME is one of the most
important pillars of any service shop. To secure the profitable
type of volume it is imperative that
the entire business be conducted and
laid out on a systematic basis.
The "Radio Sharp" service shop
owned by Thomas D. Sharp of New
Orleans is successfully meeting keen
competition in his area by following
a unique "route" plan without
neglecting quality service.
Cugtomer Assignment
A big portion of this company's
service work in the sales stage is
handled by two delivery men who
also act as salesmen. These men
wear uniforms which are imprinted
with the shop's name. Uniformed
drivers instill confidence in the customer and dispel fear of misrepresentation.
Driver-salesmen call twice a day
on their prescribed routes, making
regular stops for collections and
new contacts tn answer to calls re; ceived in the office. These new calls
are recorded on a white file card.
Just before the driver starts on his
route he is given a batch of these
cards which include collection calls,
recontacting and new inquiries. Each
customer assignment is held by one
particular driver throughout the period of contact between shop and
customer. Some of the repair work
is carried on time payments at one
dollar a week, which means a call
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estimating information is recorded
on the calling card.

I
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PROPRIETOR SHARP—No
loo small for his attention

detail

once a week from the driver-salesman.
This method helps the salesman
to get acquainted with the customer
and at the same time he is building
up a following for the store. Personal contact is a big asset in the
radio service business. The driver
learns quickly how to sell service
and the business has been increased
many -times over through these regular planned calls.
On a new call the driver picks
up the receiver and delivers it to
the shop where all estimating is
done by a highly trained technician.
The driver's white calling card and
work ticket with the name, address,
telephone number, make of radio,
model and complaint properly filled
in are turned in to the office. The
next step is credit checking, followed by the technician filling in the
estimate of parts and labor cost on
the work ticket. This ticket is then
returned to the office where the

The driver then makes a second
visit to the customer, this time to
sell the job. If the customer agrees
to the charges he then returns the
cafi card with the go-ahead signal.
This system requires two calls and
it may seem at first rather complicated but it keeps the office in control of all customer dealings and
furnishes a fairly accurate quotation
of the work required. This is supported by the fact that estimating is
done in the shop where it can be
properly accomplished. When the
job is completed the repair ticket is
returned to the office and the
charges noted on the white-card. In
the regular procedure this card goes
to the driver for collection.
Operations in the Sharp radio
shop are all directed toward the
head technician. They believe it is
poor business to hire a trained serviceman at a high salary and then
cut in on his time with a lot of
details which can be done by less
experienced men. The technician is
provided with a well equipped bench.
He has assistants who can do all
the ordinary radio servicing, under
his direction. He is provided with
a full time errand boy. Many stores
squander a considerable amount of
a serviceman's time by detailing
him to pick up parts and handle
phone calls foreign to his work.
The driver telephones the office
every two hours for any new calls.
Routes do not overlap as careful
attention was paid to this end of
the business. Service on a planned
basis has provided "Radio Sharp"
with adequate facilities to turn out
approximately 40 repair units every
24 hours.
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Millions of CENTRALAB Volume
l** '
Controls are marshalled to meet the
"listening" needs of the nation.
For more than a decade Centralab Controls reflect
the superb engineering skill • . . the meticulous care
in manufacture and the precision perfection of every
tiny part.
Whatever your need . . . service man or service technician . •. amateur .. experimenter, scientist, manufacturer . . . always specify Centralab Volume Controls.
CENTRALAB:
Milwaukee

Division

of Giobe-Union Inc.
Wisconsin

The outstanding feature of the Centralab Volume Control not found in any other make Is
the wall-type resistor that hugs the inner circumference of the case.
.. . giving a larger and more uniform resistance surface than the ordinary "horse shoe"
type ... of resistor form.
,.. smoother and quieter performance throughout the entire rotation. Available in STANDARD RADIOHM...MIDGET RADIOHM...ELF
RADIOHM ... and SUB MIDGET RADIOHM,
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INTER-COMS
on

Broadway

AN OUTSTANDING EXAMPLE of how
modern inter-communicating and paging systems can aid a retail business,
increasing efficiency, Is found at the new
Bond store on Times Square In New York
City, largest men's clothing shop in the
world.
This installation, planned by architects
of Ellas-Rothschild and Company before
construction of the building, with the
help of Terminal Radio Corporation, uses
Webster-Chicago equipment.
Two master stations are in use, one
at the telephone switchboard and the
other at the main entrance reception
table. Each is connected with the eighteen remote stafions in departments on
four floors.
A separate paging system permits the
telephone operator to page the entire
store, calling any employee or customer.
TYPICAL REMOTE—Sw/tcA/bo* and 8-inch
p.m. speaker serves the fitting room

Music Trade Snow
Radio manufacturers arrange for
large space
NEW YORK—A feature of the 40th
Annual Convention and Music Trade
Show to be held at the Hotel New
Yorker, New York City July 29-Aug. 1,
will be the competitive advertising and
window display exhibit. There will be
four classes covering- greater and smaller
populations.
Listed below is the official program as
arranged by the convention committee:
Tuesday, July 29
Opening day luncheon, 12:30 p.m. with general inspection of the exhibits.
Wednesday, July 30
Open meeting. Awards in the advertising
and window display exhibit. And Speakers
with valuable suggestions for dealers.
Thursday, July 31
Convention continued with "Big Gala Night"
at the Waldorf-Astoria. With banquet and
dancing in the Grand Ball Room.
Friday, August 1
Wind-up of convention with competitive events
and other activities.
Approximately 144 exhibitors, to May
17, had signed-up to show their new
products at the show. Included in this
total are 33 manufacturers producing
radios, phonograph parts and allied accessories.

Latest FM News
f4 stafions now on commercial
basis

MAIN ENTRANCE MASTER—from here,
clothing salesmen are called

1 IE I
;& n
it

NEW YORK—Latest FM application received by Washington from the metropolitan New York district was filed by
the Interstate Broadcasting Company,
Inc., operators of station WQXR. The
application dated the second week of
May requested an FM transmitting license to operate on 48.7 megacycles to
cover 8550 square miles.
This makes the 19th application from
the New York City area. Eight of
these requests have already been granted,
11 applications are still pending decision.
Total applications so far filed by entire
country is 107. The Commission has
granted 46 construction permits which
leaves 61 requests still on file.
After months of experimentation and
construction, commercial FM stations
are beginning to spring up with increasing speed throughout the nation. Among
the latest to begin broadcasting on a full
commercial basis are W6SH, Hartford,
Conn., WS1R, Rochester, N. Y., W45D,
Detroit, Mich,, W45CM, Columbus,
Ohio, and W45RG, Baton Rouge, La.
In addition to these stations, Washington authorized the Don Lee Broadcasting System of California to operate its
K45LA on a temporary commercial basis
with a power of 1000 watts to cover the
Los Angeles Area. Similar permission
has been extended to WJLB of Detroit to
place W49D on the air commercially for

Oh
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Television Front
Video stations preparing plans for
commercial bow July 1

NOW WITH ZENITH—/. /. Nfl«ce,
just appointed vice-presideut and director of sales for ZenitE Radio corporation. Formerly general sales
manager of Easy Washing Machine
Company
60 days. These stations will bring
FM's commercial tally to 14 while another 14 experimental transmitters are
on the air with regular experimental programs.
The Yankee Network, with the American Network, Inc. serving as representative, has issued rate cards for FM stations W39B, Mount Washington, New
Hampshire, and W4JB, Boston, Mass.
The card for W39B, supersedes a previous card and includes a revision in discounts. Station W43B for Boston uses
50,000 watts to serve 18,647 square miles.

For Defense
Government officials s t e p - u p
recommendations for tax levies to
20%
WASHINGTON—It is reported that
Leon Henderson, administrator of Price
Control, has presented a recommendation
before the House Ways and Means Committee that excise taxes on such durable
consumer goods as electric refrigerators,
washing machines, and musical instruments be increased to at least 20 per
cent.
Also reported that Marriner S. Eccles,
chairman of the Federal Reserve Board
made similar recommendations to the
Committee which is hearing testimony
on means for obtaining $3% billions for
defense.
Last Treasury's proposal, called for a
step-up in excise taxes from present
to 10 percent,
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NEW YORK—Alfred H. Morton, NBC
vice-president, speaking before the NAB
convention at St. Louis, was quoted as
saying: "Television sets, selling at about
$200 each would be in hundreds of homes,
throughout the nation, within five years."
The NBC official reported that there
were at present about 7000 television
sets in the country and they hoped that
under normal circumstances between
150,000 and 200,000 receivers will be in
operation in New York City alone within
a three year period. The greatest difficulty, he thought, would be in getting
materials and personnel.
On May 9 large-screen television was
given its world premiere in New York
City with Over 1200 sports, movie, radio
and newspaper executives on hand to
witness the vast strides made in that
field. The program was projected on a
15 by 20 foot screen.
It is reported that three television stations will be ready to make their commercial bow in the New York area on
July 1. These are the NBC station atop
the Empire State building, Columbia
Broadcasting System and the Allen B.
Du Mont station. Two others, WOR, of
the Bamberger Broadcasting System and
the Metropolitan Television, Inc., are
expected to be set for commercial television by the end of the summer.

SOUND SPECIALIST — President
K. C. Reinhardt, Atlas Sound Corp.,
says that big P. A. business today is
with industrials engaged in national
defense work and the army and navy
centers. And that sound men should
look toward these priority-rated requirements for sound installations
Reps Add New Members
NEW YORK—Ben Joseph, Chairman
of Publicity for "The Representatives"
reports the following additions to the
membership roll: H. E. Erickson, Asheville, North Carolina; Bob Whan, 831
N. Wabash Ave., and J. E. Goode, 82
W. Washington St., both of Chicago, 111.
Reps Banquet, June 10
CHICAGO—The "Representatives" will
hold its 6th annual convention meeting
at Hotel Stevens in Chicago, Tuesday,
June 10th, Meeting to take place before
noon with annual banquet following
directly after. All members of the:
"Reps" and others who intend to join
the organization are invited.

DISTRIBUTORS MEET AT CAMDEN—Representatives of 12 RCA
wholesalers hold inaugural session with advertising mgr. D. J. Finn to
preview summer and fall campaigns. Left to right, front row: Paul Dye,
Charles Strawn, C. Van Maanen, H. Bevim; (2-row): JB. Levin, H. P.
Brightman, J. P. McMillan, Gerald Kaye, H. V. Renholm; (3-row): Dale
Neistvander, M, V. Gellard, M. Ressler, /. E. Russell; (rear): 7. M. Tuttle,
W. H. Kelley, J. A. Milling, R. N. Baggas, D. J. Finn, James Sheridan,
James Totten, Herbert Edgar and Walter Kraus
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Decca Records Buys
Brunswick Radio Corp.
NEW YORK—Announcement was made
by Jack Kapp, president, that Decca Records, Inc. had consummated the purchase
from Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc. of
ail of the capital stock of Brunswick
Radio Corporation, one of the Warner
Brothers Pictures, Inc. wholly owned
subsidiaries. The Brunswick Radio Corporation owns, among other things, plant
properties at Dubuque, Iowa, and Muskegon, Michigan.
Turner Creates New Departments
CEDAR RAPIDS—With the opening of

the export market to its push-pull vibrators, The Turner Co., of this city has
just made two new departments for this
business and named W. f). Lyon as head
of its advertising and Miss 'Garnet h.
Ramsey as manager of the vibrator export department. The exporting of its
microphones remains under the direction
of Ad, Auriema, New York.
Audiograph Appoints
New Sales Manager
CHICAGO—Wm. W. Montgomery was
recently appointed sales manager of the
Audiograph Sound Systems Division of
John Meek Industries, 1313 W. Randolph
St., Chicago, 111. Montgomery's back-
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—because they are time-tried—
PROVED.
So is the current line of SUPREME
testing instruments. Each and

ground in the sound business gives him
a thorough knowledge of the field.
in Spite ot Hell...
Mallory statement reassures distributors concerning deliveries
INDIANAPOLIS—From Howard W.
Sams of P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc., late
in May to distributors went a report
headlined: "In Spite of Hell and High
Water," outlining the company's plans
for the remainder of the year.
Included was a statement to the effecl
that while the national emergency has
kept the firm "more than busy" it has
not interfered with promotional activity
and new product research considered
essential to the continued development
of distributor business. Said Sams: "We
are still managing to ship orders on a
48 hour basis and this works little hardship as against our former 24 hour
plan. ... We may not be able to avoid
price increases as raw material costs
rise but there will be none so long as
our present stocks last, . . . These stocks
are at present adequate but will not
permit hoarding by distributors. . . .
We shall see to it that each distributor
receives his fair allotment."
Announced was continuance of the
Mallory promotional plan designed to
help distributors increase industrial
business, publication of the Fourth Edition MYE Radio Service Encyclopedia,
a new general parts catalog, and a
"three-point" plan for distributor use.

every one has been proved
SUPREME in service.
SUPREME MODEL 562
That's why SUPREME is announcing no new models at
the show.
II and until advance in radio develops a need for new
testing equipment. SUPREME will NOT merely rearrange
a panel just to be able to announce a new instrument.
SUPREME will stick staunchly to its policy of continuous
improvement of its current models.
Look them over at the Show. With this their third show,
you will find they represent the "tops" in instrument value.

if

Model 562 Audolyzer above, and
Model 504 Tube and Set Tester at
left, are making their third Parts
Show. They were good the first
time, and due to our policy of continuous improvement, they are
better NOW.

SUPREME MODEL 504-A

SUPREME
SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORP.
GREENWOOD. MISSISSIPPI. U S. A.
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MAIL COUPON TODAY!
SUPREME
INSTRUMENTS CORP., Dept. RR.4
Greenwood,
send Miss.
me Illustrated
literature on the complete line
ofPlease
PROVED
SUPREME
Instruments*

Here's TALK-A-PHONE'S sensational tP-5 Intercommunication System—the best-selling profit-huilder
in the Intercom tielcf! Master Selective type—works
with up to 5 sub-stations; master can call any single
sub-station or all at once; sub-stations can call
master at will—persons may speak as far as 50 feet
from units; includes special "Silent" feature which
permits master to be called, yet excludes noise
pickup from sub-station. Operates on 110 volts AC
or DC. Quality-built, priced right to sell! Write
for literature!

Also-~A Complete Phonograph Line!
TALK-A-PHONE also builds a Complete Phonograph
line—Profit-Builders all! Wired and Wireless Players, Player-Amplifiers, Automatic Changer-Players—
and America's finest Portable Home Recorder! Take
on these profitable fines! Prices, discounts, literature
sent on request.
Visit us at the Radio Show. Booth 3J9
Talk-A-Phone Mfg. Co.
1217 W. VAN BUREN ST.—CHICAGO
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StromDerg-iianson convention
Distributors preview new '42 sets
NEW YORK—On May 22nd Stromberg-Carlson's eastern and southern distributors met at the Hotel Astor, New
York City, to preview this concern's new
line of receivers.
On hand was president Wesley M,
Angle, who advised that production was
well ahead of last year. And that the
company would have little difficulty in
meeting immediate demands for new sets
because of its foresight in accumulating
raw materials. General sales manager
Lloyd Spencer stated that we are in a
"seller's market," and that distributors
and dealers should have a good year
with the 1942 models.
Lee McCanne, assistant general manager, Fred Anibal, radio sales manager,
and Cliff Hunt, mgr. distributor div'n.,
presented the new sets to the gathering.
Vice-president Dr. Ray Manson highlighted the FM features. Warren T.
Eastwood, advertising mgr., introduced
Gordon Hyde of the McCann-Erlckson
advertising agency, who spoke on new
advertising and promotion plans.
For having surpassed the $60,000,000
mark in consumer sales of its radios, the
Strpmberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.,
on Wednesday evening, May 21, gave a
testimonial dinner to Ben Gross of Gross
Sales, Inc., at the Hotel Roosevelt, New
York City. Over 400 dealers from the
metropolitan New York area and New
England were present, also many executives of the Rochester concern, including
president W. M. Angle, vice-president
Dr. R. H. Manson, and general sales
manager L. L, Spencer.
Hygrade Sylvania Expands
NEW YORK—Contract for building a
new fluorescent lamp plant in Danvers,
Massachusetts for the Hygrade Sylvania
Corp. at an estimated cost of $500,000
has been awarded to a nationally known
contractor, according to an announcement by vice-president F. J. Healy.
Completion of this factory will bring
the total space owned and leased by this
company for radio tube, incandescent and
fluorescent lamp and fixture manufacturing in seven separate factories to 835,107 square feet..
Zenith Ups Herrmann
CHICAGO-—-Edgar G. Herrmann, advertising manager of Zenith Radio Corporation since 1935 and associated in
executive capacities with the radio industry since 1920, has been appointed sales
manager of the Household Division of
this concern.
Welin Returns
NEW YORK -— Solar Manufacturing
Corp. announces the return to their organization of Sylvan A. Wolin as sales
promotion manager.
RADIO and Television RETAILING, JUNE, 1941

ASIATIC'S
New

N-SERIFS

MICROPHONES

®?
'
Both models in iho N-Saries are available willi
_-conveoieDl on-off switch as illustrated at left.
Complete as shown: List Price, each
$20.00
Because of an exceptionally smooth frequency response
and other improved characteristics, Asiatic's new N-Series
Crystal Microphones are especially desirable for modem
public address installations. Swivel joint tilling head,
cushion protected internal diaphragm, concentric cable
connector, low cost and grand performance, make the
N-Serles highly desirable from every angle.
Astatic N-Series Microphones will be displayed at the
Radio Parts National Trade Show, and are included
in Asiatic's new 1941 Catalog, now available.

THE

ASTATIC

In Canada;
Canadian Astatic, Ltd., Toronto, Out.

CORPORATION
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO

Crystal Products Licensed Under Brush Development Co. Patents
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Distributors to see 1942 line
CHICAGO—Majestic Radio & Television Corp. 1942 line of radios will be
shown to distributors for first time
formally at the firm's 2600 W. 50th St.
factory (Chicago) beginning "Open
House" June 9, continuing until the 13th
and coinciding with the Radio Parts
Show dates.
Du Mont Ups Cramer
PASSA1C—The appointment of Leonard F. Cramer as sales manager of the
Instrument and the Video Equipment

Divisions is announced by Allen B.
Du Mont Labs., Inc., of Passaic, N. J.
Len Cramer is well known in the television and cathode-ray instrument fields.
For years past he has been identified with
the sale and also the production of Du
Mont products.
Quick Heads Isolantite Division
BELLEVILLE—Howard L. Quick has
just been appointed sales engineer in
charge of a newly created Radio Specialties division of Isolantite, Inc., according
to announcement by K. D. Hamilton,
vice-president and general manager. He
will make his headquarters at 233 Broadway, N. Y, City.

ft

Hadlock Joins RCA
CAM DEN—Perry Hadlock has joined
the International Division of the RCA
Manufacturing Company to engage in
tire promotion of the company's products
in Latin American markets, it has been
announced by J. D. Cook, Manager of
RCA International Activities.
Hadlock has been active in the radio
industry since 1921. Previous position
with the General Electric Company as
manager of its Radio Sales Division.
Recoton Appoints
New Sales Manager
NEW YORK—The appointment of Edward M. Bieber as sales promotion manager of the Recoton Corp. was recently
announced by President F. H. Behrendt.
Bieber comes to Recoton with extensive
experience in radio merchandising. He is
planning a country wide tour to meet the
man}' Recoton distributors and dealers.

\
Grolfman Joins Magnavox
FORT WAYNE—Frank Freimann, vicepresident of Magnavox Company, Inc.,
announces the appointment of R. C.
Groffnian as sales promotion manager,
replacing D. H. Spicer who recently
resigned.
Groffmann's duties will embrace sales
promotion and advertising on Magnavox
radio combinations and film equipment.

In your phonographs and
combinations, make sure you
have motors that do their part.
Specify General Industries
"Smooth-Power" Motors.
General Industries makes the
most complete line of phonograph equipment obtainable
from any one company — Electric and Spring Motors, DualSpeed and Single-Speed Recorders, Automatic Record
Changers, Combination Record
Changer-Recorders. Advanced in
design and precision manufactured.

MODEL cx

Model CX light-weight, fan-cooled motor. Selfstarting, induction type. Popular for small models.
'I'urntahle included.

UCMtf Dual
Home 78Recorder
and PhonontVVS
graph Speed
assembly.
or 33-1/3,
RPM.
Self-starting, dynamically balanced, rim-drive
motor. Weighted turntable. Beautiful walnut
grain finish dn base plate;
streamlined plastic trim
on pickup and cutter
arms.

Antennae
Automobile
Home—AH types
F-M Systems
Television
Police • Marine
Multiple Systems
Complete Kits
Accessories
Made by World's Oldtist and Largest
Manufaclurots of Radio Aerial System*
L. S. BRACK cow;
55 DICKERSON STREET
NEWARK, N. J.

^HttFNEMAL Industmes CO.
DEPT. U. ELYRIA, OHIO
Order your Cutting and Play-Back ■ Needles from our
Affiliate, the General Phonograph Mfg. Co., Putnam, Conn.
-«
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Rauland Heads New
Webster-Rauland Company
CHICAGO—E. N. "Rauland, one of
radio's pioneers and head of The Rauland
Corporation, announces the purchase of
the Sound Division of Webster-Chicago
Corp. The respective trade names of the
two companies were combined to form
the trade name of "Webster-Rauland."
To an expanded organization the
Rauland Corp. will contribute the engineering skill and production ability of
its sound division. The addition of the
Webster-Chicago sound department
brings to the new company a well established distributor organization as well
as its. manufacturing capacity.
E. N. Rauland, president of new concern, is an old timer in radio. In 1920
he launched the All-American Radio
Corp. C. P. Cushway, who was general
sales manager of the Webster-Chicago
Corp. until the sound divn. was transferred, joins the company as vice-president and sales manager. He is also a
veteran of the radio industry. R. M.
Gray is assistant sales manager and
J. R. Eredrickson advertising manager.

Here's why this "B" battery
for portables OUTSELLS
ALL

OTHERS

COMBINED!
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Hotpoint Names New Officers
CHICAGO—Following the annual meeting of the Board of Directors, A. JX
Bylcr, president of the Hotpoint Company, has announced the election of R.
W. Turnbult as executive vice-president;
J. C, Sharp, vice-president in charge of
engineering; and I. A. Rose, as vicepresident in charge of manufacturing.
Other officers are: W. H. Booth, Honorary Chairman of the Board; George A,
Hughes, Chairman of the Board; A. D.
Byler, president; G. W. Scott, secretary
and treasurer; W. H. Perry, and W.
Jarva, assistant secretaries.
Turnbull, Hotpoint's new executive
vice-president, has been the company's
first vice-president since March, 1940.

1. "Eveready" "Mini-Max" Radio "B" Battery No. 482 fits more
than 90% of the 2,000,000 portable sets now in use!

Ansley Takes New Quarters
NEW YORK-—Ansley Radio Corp.,
Bronx, New York City on or about June
1, will move to new and larger quarters
at 21-10 Forty-Ninth Ave., Long Island
City, N, Y. New space will provide
about 25 percent more area than present
factory.

Here's the battery for "personal" or "camera-type" radios!

Rep. Opens Pittsburgh Office
PITTSBURGH—Jack Bergman, former
vice-president and sales manager of the
Pennwood Company, announces the opening of his own office at 1408 Investment
Building of this city as a manufacturer's
representative.
Simpson Buifds New Factory
CHICAGO—The Simpson Electric Company of this city recently started construction ou an addition to its plant.
When completed it will ultimately double
the capacity of its factory.
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2. // lasts approximately twice as long {size for size) as batteries of
ordinary round-cell design!
3. It costs no more than ordinary batteries for portable sets!
GET YOUR SHARE OF THIS BUSINESS NOW!
FREE! Replacement Guide for portable receivers!
Tells the proper batteries for portable sets.
Accurate! Up to the minute! Write Dept. A-2,
National Carbon Company, Inc., Box 635, New York, N. Y.

m llff1 i^.

''Eveready" "Mini-Max" Radio "B" Battery No. 467 is the battery around which
"personal" or "camera-type" portables
were designed. 671/i volts In a space
3H"x 2]J" x 1A". More and more customers will ask for it,
"EVEREADY"

MAX
RY
aATT«
B
l0s

ff

MINI-MAX
RADIO "B" BATTERIES
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
U"r! of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
[U-Q
Tha words "Eveready" and "Mini-Max" ate registered trade-marks of National Carton Company, Inc.
£TC
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A New LINE OF METERS
For Testing "A" and "B" Batteries of
Pocket, Camera and Portable Radio Sets.
Every Dealer and Serviceman Needs these
meters NOW.
Old Type Testers Will Not Do the Work.

'rMEBSa

oeaier Heips

promotional sound effects kit complete
with instructions. For details write
Wilcox-Gay Corp., Charlotte, Mich.

BATTERY GUIDE—National Carbon
Company has just released its new Everready 1941 replacement battery guide for
portable receivers. Printed on heavy
cardboard, it lists all makes of portable
and personal sets. Arranged for make,
model and battery types. Issued free to
all dealers. Mention Radio Retailing.

CONDENSER CATALOG—CornellDubilier announces a 1941 capacitor
manual, edition No. 2. Contains 256
pages with an unusual large listing on
condenser replacements for standard receiver models. Also includes numerous
diagrams with instructive data.

COUNTER DISPLAY—Corporation has a new color display, illustrated by Connie Boswell popular broadcast artist, endorsing Recoton needles.
Write to the company at 42 W. 15th
Street, New York City.

CATALOG i05E—Just released by
Illinois Condenser Co., 1160 North Howe
St., Chicago, 111., catalog covering its
complete line of electrolytic and paper
condensers. Copies are mailed upon
request.

ENGINEERING BULLETINS —
The Warner Products Corp., 1019 West
Lake St., Chicago, 111., releases a series
of new bulletins and a descriptive folder
on its electronic devices.

TUBE BOOK — Hygrade Sylvania
Corp. releases a new radio tube complement book, containing tube and panel
lamp information for 16,730 radio models.
Includes I.F. peaks. Price 35 cents.

CATALOG 1-21—New instrument
catalog with specifications and prices by
the De Jur-Amsco Corp., Shelton, Conn.
Write to department "H."

ttumreU oy Ltatttng Jobbers
No. 42A at $3.60 tests all these Batteries.
Write for Catalog No. 529-0.
STERLING ITt. CO., C^velanj, Ohio
9205 Detroit Avenue

vott

GENERATOR CATALOG — 10-page
catalog describing full line of Pincor generators as manufactured by the Pioneer
Gen-E-Motor Corp., Chicago, 111. In
request for copy please mention Radio
Retailing.

ANTENNA MANUAL — Vertrod
Manufacturing Co., 132 Nassau St., New
York City, announces the release of a
new catalog describing various types of
aerials with special treatment on communication and FM types. Free.

AMPLIFIER CATALOG—Amplifier
Company of America has a new 8-page
catalog describing line of master-beam
power-amplifiers. Complete with specifications and prices.

SOUND KIT—For recording amateur
skits, parties and like, Recdrdio has a new

heard

about

The New

Willard

Radio

Battery

• A revolutionary new development in radio! A new and
different kind of storage battery that brings to the portable
radio field all the advantages of constant voltage—and the
ECONOMY of an easily rechargeable battery.
SPECIAL FEATURES: Built-in ball-type Charge Indicator,
operates automatically and is always visible. Strong, transparent plastic case, the first of its kind. Exclusive Willard construction—it's spill-proof, the electrolyte will not spill,even if
the receiver is operated upside down. Another Willard First!
WILLARD STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY • Cleveland, Us Angeles, Dallas, Toronto
SEE IT IN THE NEW G-E SELF-CHARGING PORTABLE RADIO
Operates on Its WILLARD Storage Battery or on A. C.—automatically sell-charges
while operating on A. C.— supplies both "A" and "B" power, no dry batteries needed.
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TAKE 'EM WITH YOU —Crosley
presents these new bicycle and bathing girl displays for promoting its
1941 "Glamor-Tone" portables. Photo
shows replicas being inspected by J.
H. Rasmussen, (left) radio division
manager and L. Martin Kraiitter,
head of advertising and sales promotion
TUBE FOLDER
Hytron Corp.,
Salem, Mass., has a new handy price list
folder enumerating its complete tube line,
interchangeable types and over 1000
ballast tubes.
BULLETIN ON ROTARY CONVERTERS—A new bulletin No. 13-25,
put out by the Janette Manufacturing
Company of Chicago, concerns rotary
converters and dynamotors as made by
this company. Operating specifications
and dimensions clearly outlined.
PORTABLE PROMOTION—
inghouse announces a new "banner" and
a descriptive folder for its "Carryette"
portables. Both in colors.
Disinoution News
RCA—Dulaney Distributing Co., has
just been appointed jobber for RCA
Manufacturing Company's products in
the Oklahoma City territory. Replaces
the distributoring firm of IV. C. Dance,
Inc., which is retiring from business.
ADMIRAL—Announces the following
appointments: Ace Amusement Co.,
Memphis, Tenn.; F. B. Connelly Co.,
Seattle, Wash.; Kane Company, Cleveland, Ohio; Radio Specialties Co., Phoenix, Arizona, and Warren Electric Co.,
Sioux City, Iowa.
DU MONT—Allen B, Du Mont Laboratories, Inc., Passaic, N. J. announces
the appointment of Harry Halinton as
its sales representative for the Minnesota
territory. Halinton will work out of his
headquarters at Electronics Sales Co.,
1807 E. Olive St., Milwaukee, Wis.

A good condenser
plus • • • •
• Yes, there's no better condenser made In any
corresponding type than AEROVOX. But there's
more than just a real good condenser involved
when you insist on the yellow-and-black carton.
There are additional values coming to you, such
as . . CHOICE . . .
The very completeness of the Aerovox line assures
the logical selection lor Initial equipment or replacement requirements. The largest line ol metal-can electrolytics; a dozen and a hall molded-in-bakelite mica
typesj four whole pages of exact-duplicate replacement listings — and so on and on. The Aerovox line
is outstanding In the choice ol types. You don't have
to resort to makeshifts or guesses when you use
Aerovox condensers.
STOCK . . .
And whatever type and value you pick out lor that
Job. you are sure ol getting it. The nearby Aerovox
Jobber carries a good stock of condensers. And more
important still, he can draw upon the huge Jobber
stock at our factory, which Insures prompt filling
and shipping of orders even^in these times.
GUARANTEE . . .
Each and every Aerovox capacitor — the ten-cent
tubular and the ten-dollar transmitting capacitor alike
— is individually guaremfoed by the clean-cut guarantee slip wrapped with it. That protects you against
defective merchandise and, more important still,
unwarranted service breakdowns.
DATA . . .
Lastly, to Insure the proper application ol Aerovox
condensers, you can have a FREE SUBSCRIPTION to
the monthly Aerovox Research Worker. Packed fun of
practical, valuable, indispensable engineering data.
Ask your favorite Jobber for a subscription. Ask
lor latest Aerovox catalog. Or write us direct.

WEST ON—Cowperthwaif and Brodhead, 126 Newbtiry St., Boston, Mass.,
are the new Weston Electrical Instrument Corp. representatives for Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Maine, Vermont
and New Hampshire.
RADIO and Television RETAILING, JUNE. 194!
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f

BRIGHT AND CLEAR—f/oot/ reflectors provide a high tighfing-levet for servicemen af Sceli's Radio Inspecfion Service Co., Harfford, Conn. Panel movnied mefers
and fesf equipment keep working areas clear

Let

There

Be

LIGHT

'
>

FOR SUNNY SPOTS—A portion of the 30 foot bench and servicemen af Heins and
Bolef, New York. Windows af rear supply daylight illumination, aided and abetted
by fluorescent fixtures above bench

fr

HIGH VOLTAGE for tube plates
JKfl. and screens is usually obtained
by a vibrator power supply in present
day auto radios.
A portable receiver may also be
operated in this manner and the diagram shows the circuit of such a power
supply that operates on a two volt
storage battery.
All the power required for the operation of the PORTABLE receiver is
supplied by this battery. The tube
filaments are heated directly by the
two volts from the battery while the
necessary high voltage for the screens
and plates of the tubes is furnished by
a SYNCHRONOUS VIBRATOR
used in conjunction with a step-up
power TRANSFORMER and its associated filter circuit. The synchronous vibrator OPERATES on the
TWO VOLTS from the battery.
Provision has been made to charge
the battery directly from the house
current without removing the battery
from the receiver circuit. Two charging positions are provided on the fourposition power selector switch. The
"Charge" position of this switch allows
the battery to be charged at the rate
of approximately 1.35 amperes from
the house current during the period
that the receiver is not being operated.
The "AC" position of the Switch allows the receiver to be operated at the
same time that the battery is being
charged. When this is done, however,
it takes a considerably longer period
for a partially discharged battery to be
fully restored.
The tubes employed in the G-E LB530 receiver are the one volt GT series
and, since these have a filament instead
of an indirectly heated cathode, any
constantly recurring variation of the
filament voltage would result in modulation of the received signal at the
vibrator frequency. To prevent this
and also minimize transient r~£ peaks
from the vibrator action the choke in
the filament line and the eight ohm
resistors and condenser filters are connected to supply paired tube filaments.
The combined second detector and first

+ ■8.11
oi, J-

a B»4S
-WW
-iV- SB

CONTRAST—A light colored bench sets off test equipment for Ben Myers, owner
of Coos Radio Service, Marshfield, Oregon. Triple garage af the rear of building
provides space for customer cars and another bench for aufo radio repairs
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should always read 0.5 volt or less; if
t
the voltage exceeds 0.5 volt across the
trnW^m mm
m disc in this circuit, it indicates a de/ ^1+4*disc.
B
The reverse current flow is as imU
portant as the above test and is made
as follows: Reverse the battery polarity
in the test circuit and place a milliamnieter that will read 10 milliamps in
series with a lead to one of the battery
terminals. This reverse current should
not exceed 2\ milliamperes at the applied voltage of 2.0 volts. If the current is considerably above this value
the disc should be discarded. A suitable meter fuse should be used in series
with the milliammeter to prevent damage to the meter in case the disc under
test is shorted. A rough check, if a
m\wm
milliammeter is not available, is to
measure the resistance of the disc in
the non-conducting direction on the
low-resistance tap (1^- volt) of the
ohmmeter. The resistance should
measure at least 750 ohms.
The balance of the receiver circuit
follows more conventional practice. A
00
audio tube, a 1HSGT, is most likely
lowing tests are suggested. In the
^to
P antenna is contained in the cover,
to be affected by variation of the hla-..
conducting direction the rectifier disc
which an external loop may be
ment voltage at an audio frequency and
should pass 0.5 ampere or more when
connected tor weak signal pickup,
a 1200 mfd condenser is included on
one half volt is impressed across the
Two i-f stages are included, the
the filament line to this tube.
disc. Copper oxide rectifier discs consecond stage having its grid return
A charging cable is available which
duct when the positive potential is
grounded and not supplied by avc
allows CHARGING of the set battery
applied to the copper oxide surface.
voltage. This second stage is resistance
FROM a SIX VOLT BATTERY.
The copper oxide is a dark blue coatcoupled to the detector diode, the first
The plug on this cable is then inserted
ing and is plated with nickel to afford
circuit of this type so far seen and
over the prongs on the left side of the
a good surface contact to the oxide.
bias for the IQoGT povyer tube is
metal battery case and the plug and
If a DC ammeter is not available
obtained from a five volt bias cell
socket on the other end of the cable
for measuring currents as high as 0.5
assembly,
is provided with terminals for conampere, the circuit shown in the small
nection to a six volt automobile batdiagram can be used for this check,
tery.
This method requires that the reFor charging from the ac line the
sistance of 2.75 ohms be made fairly
Oselllaior Biases Mixer
unit consists of a step-down transaccurate and is placed in series with
former which converts the house curthe rectifier disc and placed across the
Use of multi-grid converter tubes
rent to approximately 5.5 volts on 50
two volt storage battery. The voltage
that operate as both oscillator and
to 60 cycle models and to 6.6 volts on
25 to 50 cycle models. Applied to a
copper oxide rectifier in a full wave
circuit this supplies the battery with
dc charging current.
To check the operation of such cop- J
per oxide rectifier units the following j
m
method is suggested. Remove the two
black leads from the negative terminal |
i
of the battery and connect a DC am- !
meter which will read two amperes,
In series with these leads to the negative terminal of the battery. Plug the i
power cord into an AC supply and
turn the power selector switch to the
"Charge" position.
With the AC line voltage at 117
volts, the average charging current
should read about 1.35 amperes at 2.1
volts battery. If line voltage is greater
or battery voltage is lower than 2.1
volts the charging current will be
greater. If the current is much less
than this value at the rated line of 117
volts, one or more of the copper oxide
discs may be defective.
To check individual discs, the folRADIO and Tetevhhn RETAILING, JUNE, 194!
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mixer is conventional practice today
among set designers.
This is not the only way of arranging the front end of a superheterodyne receiver however and
another method is shown in the
simplified circuit diagram.
Two 1LE3 triodes are employed,
one as the oscillator, the other as the
mixer. The oscillator circuit is arranged so that the grid of the tube is
effectively at ground potential and
the filament of the tube is "hot" with
respect to the r-f current circulating
in the tank circuit. Since the filament
of the mixer tube is in series with
the oscillator filament the common
r-f circuit formed serves to inject the
output of the oscillator to the electron
stream of the 1LE3 mixer.
The trap circuits in the filament
line, composed of the r-f chokes and
condensers, isolate the filaments of
these two tubes as far as r-f is concerned from the rest of the filaments
in the receiver. Additional filters in
the positive high voltage line prevent
the oscillator output from getting
hack into the B battery supply.
The oscillator grid voltage is of
course negative with respect to chassis
and this is employed as the bias voltage for the mixer tube. Decoupled by
the 2.2 megohm resistpr and bypassed

by the .05 condenser this dc voltage is
applied to the grid return of the mixer.
When tuning a receiver the output
of the oscillator lowers gradually as
higher frequencies are approached and
the voltage developed across the grid
leak lowers in proportion. With this
voltage applied to the mixer tube the
bias is therefore decreased and the
tube gain consequently increased. The
lowered oscillator input to the mixer
at the higher frequency end of a band
is thus compensated by increased
mixer gain and uniform conversion
results.
It will also be noticed that a low
impedance loop is included in this
Philco model 42-853 and is connected
across a portion of the mixer grid
coil, or auto-transformer.
For short-wave operation the bandswitch connects another coil into the
grid circuit and grounds out a portion
of the loop. The remaining section of
the loop is then in parallel with the
short-wave coil.
Of particular interest to servicemen
is one extra lead that appears on the
loop antenna terminal strip. This lead
is connected to the high side of the
voice coil and an output meter may
be conveniently connected between the
terminal post and ground for realignment purposes.

Vft Eliminator lor
Portables
The types of battery required for
portable receivers may be cut to minirnum through the use of the unit
whose circuit is shown.
Power for the plates of the receiver
tubes is obtained through the use of a
vibrator power supply that operates
from five flashlight dry cells. Connected in series, these actuate the reed
of a synchronous vibrator whose rectified output voltage is filtered for r-f
peaks and the vibrator frequency by
the chokes and condensers shown.
Since the plate current drain of the
portable receivers is quite low the
unit supplies 90 volts at a ten millianipcre current drain and yet allows

ft

m

m

FISHING'S GOOD AT NORTH ADAMS

HOW TO CUT HOLES
IN RADIO CHASSIS
THE

. buf we're nof doing
much of if this year
Sure, we like fo fish—buf these
are times when fishing must take a
back seat. With one big Sprague
plant working exclusively on national defense orders and with the
other turning out more Sprague
Condensers, Koolohm Resistors
and Test Equipment for the radio
trade than ever before, we've got
a man's siie job to do—and we're
doing it. Meanwhile, we take this
means of assuring our radio friends
that, while putting national defense
wholeheartedly first, we are neither
forgetting nor neglecting them.
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KOOLOHM
INSULATED
RESISTORS

WAY

HO FILING . . .
REAMING . . .

IF

JR TEDIOUS
DRILLING

■UllJg, %
in

With the Greenleo Radio Chassis
Punch, the radio worker can save
hours of work when cutting holes for
sockets, plugs, connectors, meters, and
other receptacles in radio chassis. A
cap screw is inserted in a small drilled
hole, and the punch is easily forced into
the die by a few turns of the screw with
an ordinary wrench. Those punches are
available for cutting % to S'/j-inch
holes. A Greentee Knockout Cutter is
also available for cutting holes up to
S'/z-inch size. Send for new circular
5-114 on Radio Chassis Punches.

SPRAGUE
PRODUCTS
COMPANY
North Adams, Mass.

CONDENSERS
(Miniature
«Jry
electrolytiet)

EASY

TO PAPER
TUBULARS

ftXED MICA CONDENSERS

GREENLEE TOOL CO.
1708 Celumblo Ave. Rockford, lit.
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... Which Serviceman Would You Deal Witn?
IRC Type D Universal Controls give you the edge on competition. With
them you can give customers the kind of prompt, accurate service they
like—the kind that means better business for you. For Type D's with their
famous Tap-in Shafts are the first truly all-purpose controls.
Spiral Connector between center terA small stock equips you toz the big
minal and rotor shaft, the same type of
msjozityof jobs. No lost time—no wasted
motion. Often, you avoid waiting lor
Metallized element and the same promore costly special replacements to
tection against moisture.
IRC Tap-in Shafts axe equally dearrive. Type D's are easier to install in
crowded chasses. Although smaller in
pendable—and by far the easiest, most
practical of all to use. Choose the shaft
size, they are exact mechanical duplicates ol the larger IRC Type CS Controls
position, drive them in with a hammer
and the job is done. They stay put—
and equally dependable. Nothing has
been changed or cheapened. Type D's
because they employ the same taper
socket principle used to hold cutting
have the same S-finger "Knee-Action"
tools in lathes for heavy work.
element contactor, the same Silent
THE GREAlt'ST CONTROL MANU.*1. EVER PUBLISHED!
IRC has gone the whole distance in compiling
and publishing the 3rd Edition IRC Volume
li Control
Replacement Manual. Larger page
sizes for easiest, quickest reference. Easy on the
eyes! PLUS . . . more replacement specificaI**"
tions than have ever been listed before. Reserve
your copy today. You'll say it's the finest Volume
Control Manual you ever saw!
I

0a

(mmj t
Type D
VOLUME

60% TO 75%
The 18 controls, 6 switches and 5 extra
shafts of special design included in this IRC
Master Radiotrician's Control Cabinet
handle from 60% to 75% of all control replacement needs—as proved by actual
count in the IRC Guide! Best of all you get
the control cabinet FREE. You pay only the
standard price for the controls, switches
and shafts, $14.97 net ($24.95 list). Ask your
IRC jobber about it today. Don't miss it!

TYPE "A " DOUBLE-FLATTED SHAFTS
This exclusive new IRC design gives you a
shaft that eliminates the use of inserts and
will fit practically any knob without filing.
It's a time-saver that will account for
tangible savings to the busy service man.

UNIVERSAL
CONTROLS

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO. • 401 N. Broad Street • Philadelphia, Pa
RADIO and Television RETAILING, JUNE 1941
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a reasonable life expectancy from the
dry cells since it requires about -2
amperes of current.
The eliminator unit of this ATR
device contains the vibrator and parts.
These are mounted in a metal case
which is connected by a shielded cable
to a metal battery box for the cells.
The switch in the input circuit permits
operation from an automobile storage
battery as an alternative when this is
desired.
1
Personal Charges
llaiieries

2>a fa** **de

MICROPHONE
CABLE?

8400—Single Conductor Cablf

8 402 - 'Two Conductor, Crystol

8422~Two Conductor ""orbon
Microphone Cable

-Three Conductor
Microphone Cable

8432—Shielded—for Temporary
Insfallatibh! - ,
For Antenno Wire ond;;Ki'«i
H6<jk-wp Wirei, Trummis'iteB
dthfer; specidiizedlvfirej tdrVadio ond
to an d « qulp mW'nt—se e
Belden- CatologjSd tS

Here Is
Wire Insurance for Your Installations
Good wires mean good connections.
That microphone you are installing
will give longer, more satisfactory
service with the right wire engineered for the particular type of job.
Belden microphone cables have
been engtneerea for original equipment. They are furnished in a
complete line for all types of applications. Belden-developed low
capacity insulation, specially
stranded conductors, ana unique
construction provide a cable that
gives plus performance and longer life.
Ask your jobber.

Belden
WIRE
HrWtTiTi

see bogen
see bogen when you visit the radio trade show
at the hotel Stevens.
see the most complete line of amplifiers,
intercommunication and school systems; public
address equipment and sound accessories at the show,
see bogen men —who know the equipment
thoroughly — and who want to know you!
come to the show, come to display 918 —and
then come up to our room in the hotel.
david bogen co., inc.—663 broadway, n. y. c.

So99n Sound Systtmt
PAGE 50

Several of the diminutive portable
receivers have added power supplies
for operation from ac or dc power
lines and circuits of these appear elsewhere in this issue.
Another feature, charging of the
batteries, is provided through use of
the circuit shown in the illustration.
The switching arrangement Is shown
in the ac-dc position and the 117Z6
rectifier supplies the B voltage from
its parallel connected cathodes through
the filter composed of two 30 mfd
condensers and the 2000 ohm resistor.
Filaments of the 1R5, 1T4 and 1D8
tubes used in the receiver portion of
the Automatic Tom Thumb are fed
through the 1000 ohm resistor near
the top of the diagram. Since both the

line switch and the battery switch
operate at the same time from the
volume control shaft, the two flash
cells in series are actually floating on
the filament line and provide a current
filtering action during operation of the
set from the light socket.
When the power selector switch at
the back of the set is turned for battery operation the center portion of
the switch segments in the diagram
are opposite the paired arrows. This
allows the top segment to maintain
filament voltage on the receiving tubes
while the other two segments open the
110 volt line and the rectifier B supply circuit. The bottom segment also
closes the B battery line to the set
which now operates completely from
the batteries.
The third position of the selector
RADIO and Television RETAIUHS, JUNE, 1941

switch connects the bottom portion of
the segments between the proper contacts and opens the filament circuit
to the receiving tubes. The output of
the rectifier is now used as a charging
current and is fed to the A battery
through the 1000 ohm resistor and to
the B battery through the 2000 ohm
resistor.
As the rate of charge is almost
equal to the rate of battery discharge
the charging action can be continued
for about the same length of time, that
the set was used on battery power but
it is not recommended that this continue for more than twelve hours. It
will be noted in passing that when the
current is shut off at the light socket
and the knob switch is left on, the set
will stop playing but the filaments are
still lit by the flash cells.

pentode of the single-ended metal type
with a 6.3 volt, .15 ampere heater.
RCA

but having somewhat lower power
output. RCA

117P7GT—Rectifier and beam power
amplifier similar to type 117N7GT

X2H6—Twin diode similar to the 6Ii6
except tor heater rating. RCA

Xew TiiIH^
C,
K

6SS7—Remote cut-off r-f amplifier
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mm
Tricks

?EI

tty JOSEPH AMEIUEA
In charge of Phonograph and Speaker
Repair Dept., Davega-Ciiy Radio,
Inc., N. Y.

A BIG CITY JOBBER—Serving technicians in the New York area, Son Radio Co.
helps customers solve their service problems with complete stocks of parts and
test equipment

MEN

and

Merchandise

Mechanisms employed in
record changing panels actuate the various parts in a sequence ot
operations and a few minutes study
of an operating mechanism will show
an interesting order of movement of
the mechanical parts.
This may not be possible when a panel requires service, generally
caused by accidental abuse or tampering by the purchaser or by injuries
sustained in shipment. The resultant
jamming of the mechanism or erratic
operation of certain parts must then
be corrected by the serviceman before
proper operation can be observed.
When the Mechanism Jams

A WESTERN JOBBER—Organized last September, Radio Equipment Corp. is owned
by old-timers Dunn, Harrison and Nestander. All active in the business, they handle
complete lines of tubes, parts, accessories as well as test equipment and sound
systems for servicemen in Omaha, Neb.

HH

■

i: .it U

A MIDTOWN JOBBER—Specializing in radio, sound and television parts and equipment, Terminal Radio Corp., centrally located in Manhattan, employs truck delivery
to focal customers, issues 480 page catalog for servicemen use
PAGE 52

When a record-changing phonograph panel is in cycle a certain
amount of momentum is exerted
against a series of moving parts.
There is a sudden, excessive amount
of pressure against this series of parts
whenever the panel suddenly jams
and the weakest link in the series
will be damaged.
The serviceman confronted with a
jammed panel thus has two jobs to
do, find and fix the cause of the
jamming, and find and repair the
resulting damage. This latter may
consist of stripped fibre gears,
loosened mounting studs, broken trip
levers or pawls, bent selector levers
or record mounting posts.
If the customer does not turn off
the motor after a jam occurs the
phonograph motor may also be
damaged.
A badly damaged mechanism is
generally caused' by warped records
that bind on selector blades or by
bent selector posts and blades due to
rough handling.
When a warped record is removed
a mechanism may still jam when good
records are used. This is caused by
damage to the selector blades and
parts by the previous warped record.
When attempts to operate the machine are continued other moving
parts not already affected will be
damaged. In turn any damage to one
of these parts will again cause jamming even if the selector blades and
posts are adjusted.
Since jamming of the phono panel
RADIO and Television RETAILING, JUNE. 1941

with

Record
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ha^oerk

SERVICEMEN accustomed to electronic problems
often

shy

away

from

purely

mechanical

ones

can result in such extensive damage
it might be well to caution the user
to play flat and uuwarped records,
to handle them carefully and to remove them from the loading posts
when not in use to prevent warping.
The possibility of jamming will also
be reduced if records are not mixed.
Tone Ann Landing
Another common difficulty is occasioned by erratic landing of the tone
arm on the records. This is often
caused by improper handling of the
panel during operation. When the
tone arm is held or interfered with
ii
.Cs

CAV
\ 'i
. \ \

44
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Chicago
parts are
given lor
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m-y
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during a cycle damage to the mechanism will result and the arm landing
will vary on subsequent operations.
Erratic Speed or "Wotc"
Insufficient lubrication may cause
erratic speed or wow and will differ
in methods of treatment in various
models of mechanisms. If the armature shaft and bearings are of the
same temper or hardness ''freezing"
will occur and the motor will slowdown. To repair these it is necessary
RADiO and Television RETAILING. JUNE. 1941

to dismantle, clean, repair and reassemble motor.
In other cases the armature shaft
and bearings are of unequal temper
or hardness and the weaker of the
two will wear excessively when not
lubricated properly. The motor then
becomes noisy and varies in speed.
To repair this type worn parts must
be replaced or an exchange made.
If the speed adjustment of induction
motor panels is shifted to allow excessive motor speed the governor springs
will bend out of shape or may even

assembly of the Websterrecord changer. Lettered
referred to in the hints
the Philco 41-608

Mechanism of the RCA RP-I52, A, B,
C, D and J. The RP-153 panel is
similar but has flexible coupling turntable drive and automatic switch. The
former is found in the RCA V-170
described in the test

break. New springs must then be
installed for proper operation. Mechanisms with dc motors also employ
governors and the same applies to
these.
Erratic Tripping
Occasionally poor setting on the
trip lever, trigger arm, clutch, or
pawl may cause erratic tripping but
mechanical wear plays a part here
also. Loose studs, a worn catch on
the trigger arm, rough edges or bent
pins on the pawl may cause this
condition.
Suggestions for the adjustment and
repair of specific models follow. Servicemen will encounter other models
that have similar mechanisms and for
help in identifying these reference
may be made to the listing of mechanPAGE 53

turntable, binding spindle in bearing
or poorly lubricated motor.

PhUco 41-608
JAMMING
Bent cam connecting rod lift DK
(see illustration) ... if bent this
rod will jam against gear DC. To
adjust, remove, reshape and reassemble. This rod can become jammed if
lift spring is missing or if shoulder
screw DL is loose.
Jammed or frozen changer shaft
. . . dismantle, sandpaper, clean and
oil shaft.

Emerson 397
Check for loose lever on tone arm
vertical shaft. Check for binding in
vertical shaft of tone arm. Gear on
spindle is sometimes too low striking
connecting rod between record posts.
If tone arm lands only in 10" position, check automatic record setting
lever. This is the lever that is struck
by 12" records when dropping. Directly below this lever, on the under
side of panel, there is a bronze spring
about
long that sometimes drops
from panel. When this spring is missing, the tone arm will land only on
10" records. Emerson has a new
type spring for replacement which
cannot fall off. It is advisable not to
mix records on this phono panel.
The same new type lever setting
tension spring is also provided for
the Emerson FA 374.

A new type of spring is available for
Emerson models 397 and 374
isms in the October, 1940 issue of
Radio Retailing.

ERRATIC VARYING SPEEDS
OR WOW
Replace warped records.
Replace motor coupling assembly if
damaged.
If idler gear assembly binds . . .
dismantle, clean and oil bearings,
grease gears.
If turntable spindle is not in line
with motor spindle . . . loosen screws
holding mounting plate, align spindles and retighten screws on mounting plate.
If mounting plate is bent due to
rough handling ... to adjust, dismantle, straighten and reinstall.
Erratic motor speed . . . may be
due to poor lubrication. Set screw
for adjusting play in armature may
have been inserted too far, binding
armature. Reset play in armature.

farnsworth P. 2

Admiral 69 M. S
Check for loose lever on tone arm
vertical shaft. Check for binding
vertical shaft in base of tone arm.
Check phonograph records. When
center holes on records are too large
or worn, two or more records will
drop off rest on spindle during cycle.
Erratic speed . . . check for warped

Erratic landing of tone arm . . .
check for loose lever, connecting tone
arm to tone arm vertical shaft.
If tripping is erratic . . . check to
see that trip finger does not interfere
with release trip lever and also check
for excessive binding on friction trip
assembly.

SERVICEMEN,

/
^

h
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Uuuvuisujli,

EXACT

axe.

Jhemandituf

DUPLICATE

QuaAanteed

iJSfi RADMRT

VIBRATORS

tfoA, tke SERVICEMAN, RADIART EXACT DUPLICATE
means no extra labor making the vibrator fit, no added time
balancing the circuit, no complaints or "free" servicing.
UP,

dCATi
Radiant exact duplicate
means not only Can Size and Prong
Arrangement, but also LOAD LIMIT and
FREQUENCY engineered to work RIGHT
with other components of the circuit.

QirCrf
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ii motor isi not regularly lubricated,
bearings will be damaged. Motor replacement will be necessary.
KRRATIC TONE ARM LANDING
LoOvSe tone arm . . . tone arm not
properly set on hinge spring CD.
Reset tone arm on hinge spring.
Bent tongue on clutch assembly CQ
. , . use pressure to straighten. Binding adjusting rod assembly . . . there
is a hook on the end of this rod,
which is actuated by the side of left
lever DK. This hook goes through
a slot in the sub-panel. When this
hook is bent, erratic tone arm lauding will result. To adjust, straighten
hook.
Weak tension on springs . . . check
tor tension on all springs including
those shown jn illustration—CN, CO,
CP, and tension spring on adjusting
rot! assembly. Adjust tension on
springs by removing one or two turns.
If there is not enough tension on
springs after taking one or two turns
off. replace springs.
Binding swivel tube and trunnion
assembly CK . . . there are three Vg"
ball bearings on top of this tube and
trunnion assembly. If ball bearings
are missing, binding will revsult. If
missing, install new ones.
If trunnion binds in swivel post,
apply oil. If oiling is ineffective,

Complete photo panel of Webster-Chicago, utilized in the StrombergCarlson 535. Except for the tone arm and head this panel Is similar to
the Philco 41*611
then dismantle and clean trunnion and
swivel post.
Guide arm CJ fails to release from
cam gear at end of cycle . . . the
tone arm will be "knocked off record"
when this occurs. To adjust, increase
tension on guide arm spring CN.
Check for binding guide arm at trunnion shoulder screws CL. Bindingmay be due to bent or rough shoulders. Straighten, sandpaper, clean
and oil shoulders.

ERRATIC TRIPPING
Incorrect clearance between trigger
DO and clutch CR ... if clearance
is too small tripping will be continuous. If clearance is too great tripping
will not result. To adjust clearance,
reset clutch screw DP.
Reset clutch play . . . when there
is no clutch play, panel will trip continually. To adjust, reset set screws
on clutch release assembly.
When clutch release assembly is too

RADIART

AERIALS
^

PREFERRED

leading

dealers and servicemen
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minimum
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high, tne ciutcn will not release.
When clutch release assembly is too
low, the clutch will not engage. To
adjust clutch play, reset set screws
on clutch release assembly.
When there is excessive tension
on clutch, the tone arm jumps or does
not follow eccentric groove at the
end of records and as a result the
phono panel will not trip. To adjust,
reduce tension on clutch lever and
sleeve spring CS.
RCA V-170
JAMMING
Bent mounting posts . . . use pres-

The

sure to straighten. Posts must be
perpendicular to panel base.
Bent selector blades . . . adjust
bent selector blades using pressure
. . . Both selector blades and shelves
must be horizontal to panel base.
Incorrect spacing between shelves
and blades . . . spacing for 10" record is .055" and for 12" record is
.075".
Bent or loose mounting studs . . .
to adjust, remove turntable and peen
studs to panel, using round end of
hammer, or weld studs to panel.
Broken trip pawl . . . replacement
is necessary.
Trip pawl 22 in illustration wedged

Product..

AS

Power rheostats — 2S-watt
size. Adopted by Government services, air-ctalt
builders, instrument makers, etc.
Greenohms — superior
cement-coated power resistors found in finest assemblies — yet cost no mote.
★
Line-voltage regulators,
ballasts, plug-in tube type
resistors, voltage-dropping
cords, etc.
★
Flexible resistors including
glass-insulated glasohms,
and many other types not
found in most lines.
l\W (DIUiOOTAX
»MBABNVVI AC E.I,

ERRATIC SPEED
Warped turntable . . . adjust by
pressure against low side . . . binding
turntable . . , remove turntable, clean
shaft, shaft bearing and lubricate.
Worn or damaged tire ... if necessary replace tire.
Incorrect tension of idler wheel . , .
if tension on spiral spring attached
to idler wheel is too weak, motor will
not engage. If tension is too tight,
turntable will slow down.
ERRATIC TONE ARM LANDING
Loose lever on tone arm vertical
shaft . . . solder or weld loose lever
to shaft.
Excessive "up and down" play in
tone arm vertical shaft ... to adjust
loosen set screws on vertical shaft
and adjust play. This adjustment
will necessitate resetting tone arm for
correct landing.
Binding in bearing of vertical shaft
... to adjust, dismantle, clean, lubricate and reassemble.
Loose pivot pin on pivot arm . . .
to adjust—dismantle tone arm and
peen or weld loose pin on pivot arm.
Loose cable ... if cable is too loose
the tone arm will not rise enough,
and swing on tone arm will set needle

RIGHT

Composition-Blement and
wire-wound controls — all
resistances, tapers, taps,
biases, shafts.

between main lever 15 and its stud . , .
apply pressure to release trip pawl.

L

★ Two factors spell satisfactory results with controls and resistors: First, the product must be
properly designed, manufactured, tested; second, it must be backed by correct application
data. One or the other alone is insufiicient. You
need both. Anything less spells taking a chance.
That's why Clarostal stresses these two things
over and over again. Clarosiat controls reflect
20 years of enviable pioneering experience.
There's no substitute for that. And Ciarostat is
constantly compiling, revising, publishing fresh,
concise, accurate servicing data for you.

alliance
Even-Speed
PHONO-MOTORS
are packed in
individual

Ask lor GLAROSTAT MANUAL . . .
Just come and get it. Our local jobber will gladly hand you
the latest edition. Supplements available to you as issued,
keeping the data right up to date. And by all means try
a Clarosiat control or resistor. You'll be surprised.
If
you prefer, write us direct.
^
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cartons for
your convenience
Mail a postcard today for
prices and complete details
on the various "Even-Speed"
Phono-motor Models. Address
Department C.
ALLIANCL MFG. CO.
ALLIANCE, OHIO
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down off side of record. To adjust
remove, some slack in cable.
ERRATIC TRIPPING
Wrong tension on clutch 5 ... if
tension is too great, the panel will
trip in middle of record. If tension
is not enough, tripping will not occur.
Loose mounting studs . . . generally
found on cam and gear assembly, trip
pawl, and on main lever.
Rough edges on trip pawl 22 . . .
to adjust, smooth edges with sandpaper.
Stromberg Carlson 535
Jamming will occur if raising lever
pressure adjustment is too high.
Panel will jam if pin on rest shaft
falls below main gear assembly. Adjust cut-off switch to allow as little
drop of rest lever possible.
Erratic landing of tone arm can be
caused by loose set screw connecting
vertical shaft to tone arm. It can be
caused by stop spring adjustment. If
stop spring is too low, it will not clear
eccentric studs, and will prevent swing
of tone arm to tone arm rest. If
stop spring is too high it cannot engage eccentric studs controlling landing position of tone arm. If tone arm
slides across first few grooves after

Presenting
T h « most FAMOUS
Line of Loudspeakers
Don't fall to see us at
the show.
SEE:
• The most compact
high efficiency Booster
Speaker yet developed
• The new Economy
Model medium power
driver unit
• A eotnplele new Super
Power Ball Speaker
Line
• New high power Radial Speakers
• Special new high power compact speakers
for use in Mobile Police aud Fire Engine
inslalla) ions
• New Dual Driver wide
range speakers
• And the largest complete line of outdoor—
waterproof and weatherproof — all metal —
high efficiency — high
power—all purpose—•
tcudspeakcrs
UNIVERSITY
LABORATORIES
195 Chrystie St.
N. V. C.
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landing, the clutch release is retarded.
To correct, turn knurled nut below
stop spring, clockwise.
Erratic tripping will occur if spacing between trip lever and trip arm
is incorrect. A few thousandths of an
inch is necessary. If clutch is not
released by trip lever, the Phono
Panel will trip continually. If trip
lever is bent too much, the clutch will
not engage and tripping will not take
place.
Philco 41-611
This panel is similar to the S.C. 535

except for the tone arm and bead.
The Philco uses the photo-electric cell
unit. If the reception seems to rumble
or waver, check for loose mirror on
crystal assembl)'; check for loose filament on pilot light; check for excessive vibration due to motor mounting
or tightly mounted panel to cabinet.
Zenith 6S-596
Check for loose lever on tone arm
vertical shaft. Check for binding in
bearing of tone arm vertical shaft.
Removal and reassembly may be
necessary.

WHY Turner Microphones
ARE YOUR BEST BET!

TURNER
HAN-D
Multi - purpose
mikes, for voice,
music pick-up or
crulo use. Range
50-7,000 cycles.
Level -50 DB. Positive off-oil contacl switch. 3 D
Dvnnmir ' wilh
with
Dynamic,
7 ft.
ft removable
rfrKiA set,
sot list
ii«» $25.
cable

DEPENDABILITY, under all climafic and acoustic conditions is
what you want In your mike!
Turner microphones offer you
this dependability, together with
complete FREEDOM from amplltude, phase and harmonic
distortion. In addition, turner
Microphones are professionally
styled and beautifully finished
units you'll be proud to show.

_
jptre
SWK|4:
to?
™

TURNER 22D Dynamic Microphone

Here's
a mike lully protected for the ham, and
IUg1ed G,10P9h for the toughest P.A. job. Has
degree
liltingorhead,
lull satin
chrome
finish.
Works indoors
out, with
minimum
feedback.
Level -54 DB. Range 40-3,000 cycles. With 7 ft.
cable set. protective mike pouch. List 30-50 ohm, $20.00—200-500 ohm
or hi-impedance, $21.50 List. Write for Free Microphone Catalog. The
Turner Co., 915 17th St. NE., Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Crystals Licensed
Under Patents of The Brush Development Co.
Easy to See Why Turner's New

Vibrators Cut
Servicing Costs
10 ENGINEERING
ADVANCEMENTS

TURNER

PUSH.
The exclusive Push-PuIl
feature of these new
Turner Push-Pull Vibrators
means positive, clean contacts every time. The oldfashioned stack type assembly has been elimi- LyiBRATORSii FREE
nated; contact points are
VIBRATOR
micro-adjusted at the factory. Customers appreciate
MANUAL
the high output and low
drain on the battery, the
The Turner Co., 915 I7fh Sf. N.E.
longer life and better performance. Service men
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
save money by the elimination of costly ©xlra
Please send me Free Push-PulI Vibrator
servicing. Find out about both Push-PulI and
Manual.
Standard Turner Vibrators. Write for your Free
Name
Manual.
Address
City,.
State
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THREE METHODS of operating ininiaInre receivers from the house current

IN THE AIR
special Solar capacitors
hmction down to-40°C. or
at 50,000 feet altitude, under severe vibration.

■K

Set B+
0.06 I
80
350
vVvVAA-WvW1
my.
AC-DC

ON THE SEA
are Sotar capacitors which
have passed saltwater immersion. tests, and are corrosion-proof and stabilized.

FIG. 3

717 V.
AC-DC
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30 zz on-off
Jr~-7

1
'ST

MOBILE FORCES
^olar capacitors of compact
special design can take
punishment from extremes
of heat and cold and have
passed exacting vibration
tests.

SOLAR MFG. CORP.
BAYONNH, N, J.

+B
bat

I,/50

f

~A
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VvW
55

3S4 iT4 1R5 S5

270

1.400

950

40

40

i- "7.000

on-off T
X -

I17Z6GT

.
_ Set B+
-VS/WV-^20
=r 3S4
7.225 7.225
40

~
on-off

20
I
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^jjEVKKAL CIRCUITS are beintf
fjr employed m the three way personal portables that have appeared recently and they offer points of interest
to servicemen.
Most popular of these ainons" the
design engineers is the circuit shown
in figure 3. A plug-in line cord contains a 430 ohm resistance winding
that is tapped at 80 ohms. The total
plate and filament current to the rectifier passes through the <80 ohm portion and it helps keep the B voltage
supplied to the rest of the tubes under
the proper 90 volt maximum and also
serves to limit the peak current surges
to the rectifier.

Bat

Set B+

35 Z3
625
r-^WvW
/// V. AC-DC

Solar is proud of . . . and is
zealously guarding . . . the
reliability which its Capacitors
add to radio and electrical
control equipment for the
Armed Service Branches of our
Government. Solar reliability
is built into ail types of electrical condensers for industrial, radio and service applications.

3 -

FIG. 1

FIG. 2

ARTILLERY
directed from aircraft — or
controlled electrically from
the ground—gains certainty
of action from reliable electrical equipment — including Solar capacitors.

Filaments
354- 1T4 1R5 IS5
A
A
5

35Z5GT
L
2,000

IT4 155

80
I

I

1R5

39
05

/.KHII
The remaining 350 ohm section of
line cord has a voltage drop through
it of about 53 volts and supplies the
filament of the rectifier tube at 35 volts.
The cathode of the rectifier feeds
the B voltage to the set through the
2000 ohm filter resistor and supplies
the receiver tube filaments through
the 1750 ohm filter resistor. The
first filter condenser is common to
both circuits but each has its own
second filter condenser.
For line operation the filaments arc
connected in series by the switching
arrangement and in parallel for battery operation. Figure 1,shows a typical switch circuit while figures 2 and

RADIO end Televhhn RETAILING -iUNE, 1941

3 show the filaments as they are connected for line operation with the
switch eliminated.
Other Methods
Models so far encountered that employ this circuit with slight changes
include those of Admiral, Fada, Farnsworth, DeWald and Garod. A portion of the rectifier filament is left
open in the Detrola model and voltage
is supplied to tube pins 7 and 3. The
80 ohm section is included in the cord
and a 450 ohm section supplies the
lower voltage necessary for the filament.
A 3SZ3 tube may also be given the
rectifier job and is shown in figure
2 with a line resistor of 625 ohms.
Both plate and filament current for
the pygmy tubes flows through the
two resistors shown in the filter circuit of this type. One of these, the
950 ohm resistor, is a wire wound type
and the 270 ohm is a carbon type. In
the early production the values of the
resistors were 800 ohms and 420 ohms
but heat dissipation is more equably
distributed at the values shown on
(he schematic. Voltage for the filaments is dropped by the 1400 ohm resistor and again filtered.
Figure 3 shows another variation,
that contains no resistance in the line

cord, instead uses a 117Z6GT operated directly from the line voltage.
The tube has plates and cathodes in
parallel and the rectified output feeds
the B voltage to the set through the
3900 ohm resistor.
The two 1225 ohm resistors and
the filter condensers complete the filament supply circuit and permit the
proper voltage drop to the series connected filaments in the Motorola
model.
Battery Charging
This same tube, the 117Z6GT, is
also found in the Automatic model

t
■
•> ■

•

saiiHQ EQW^]
Send for your
FREE

and the diagram will be found in the
new circuit descriptions on another
page of this issue. This tube also
furnishes the charging current to the
batteries in this model.
Circuits of the personal receivers
with the miniature tubes appeared in
Radio Retailing in October, 1940 and
most servicemen are now familiar with
them. Designed for straight battery
operation these employed the 1S4
tube in the output stage but for threeway operation most manufacturers
now employ the 3S4 having the same
characteristics but with a center tap
in the filament to permit either series
or parallel operation.

BEFORE YOU BUY ANY

.

tquipM6"1
BY ALL MEANS SEE THIS NEW METER!*

RCP ELECTRONIC MULTITESTER
Model 661 only 33'50
No other meter on the market gives
you these profit-making features!
At last you can make all essential measure'
ments on FM and televi«on tecewers—oscillators and amplifiers—AVC and Arc. circuits—many tests that can t be made wits
any other merer! RCP Model fill Electronic
Mukitester has 2fi vacuum tube, operated
ranges with input jmpedance as high zslbv
megohms and input capacity of only .WKM)?
mfd. This means you can test with the set
operating and signal present. Tmrsk of we
bfg new field of big-profit service work this
opens up to you'.
read fhese
VACUUM TUBE OHMMETER
Measures from .! ohm to 1000 megohms
EXCLUSIVE RCP FEATURES:
Mea$ur.
Ranges:
0/I000/n>.000/l00,000/!meg/l0mag/DC VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER
Ranges!
l00meg/l000meg.
No test leads to shortSensitivity 160 megohms (high ranges), 16
IWtrK
no
resetting
when chdnging ranges.
megohms (low ranges)
VACUUM
TUBE
CAPACITY METER
Ranges: 0/6/30/150/600/1500/6000 _
.
range measurements from .00003mfd. to
Measures voltages without disturbing circuit Wide
lOOOmfd. Ranges: O/.OOI/.OI/.I/I/IO/IOO
operationa^m tu8E vqLTMETER
/IOOO
/IOOO. No shock on low capacity measurements. No reset for different ranges. No
Input capacity only .00005 mfdJ"®"*leads to short,
fve/y
dcry you're witbouf fn/s jensor/o/iOf
— new
a :meter,
you're losing extra profits—
ORDfR
oI?™rrnX'"»i.h ..cptio-l., .Id. «'.■ O""" FROM YOUR JOBBER TODAY#
quency range.

COPY

NOW!
New catalog of the most complete and
modern line o! sound equipment is
yours for the asking. It lists and
illustrates
• Portable and Fixed Systems
• Centralized Radio Systems
• Paging and Factory Call Systems
• Parts and Accessories
Get your free copy—WRITE—now.
ERWOOD
SOUND EQUIPMENT CO.
221 W. Erie St.
Chicago. III.
See us at space 308—Radio Ports Show
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—AND HERE'S ANOTHER RCP PROFIT-BUILDER!
RCP APPLIANCE TESTER Model 417
There are extra profits too, in appliance testing
a O y
and repair. RCP Appliance Tester makes com$10 7K
pletc power consumption tests on all domestic
i w.» v
and many industrial appliances. No bulky equipment to lue around, either, for Model 417 is only
3%" x 6" x 2V2". Ranges are; 0/250 volts AC & DC, 0/1/5/25
amps AC & DC. 0/30/fi0/120/240/600/1200/3000/6000 watts (300 @
120V, 6000 @ 240V). The RCP rock-bottom price of S10.75 is a
mighty small investment in such a big money-maker! ORDER
ONE TODAY.
FREE! new RCP CATALOG #J25. Write now.'
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PRODUCTS CO., Inc.
CITY 8S PARK PL. • NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Illustrates AIR
Vibrator-Operated
"B" Unit
Dimensions
5%"*27/a"xl%"
Net Weight
1% lbs.
m

*"<,.

"B"

BATTERY

ELIMINATOR

I
for PORTABLE RECEIVERS!!
• ELIMINATES EXPENSIVE "B" BATTERIES.
• OPERATES ON RECHARGEABLE FLASHLIGHT CELLS OR—
• OPERATES ON ORDINARY FLASHLIGHT CELLS OR—
• OPERATES ON STORAGE BATTERY IN CAR.
• DELIVERS 90 VOLTS D.C. AT 10 MILLIAMPERES.
• CUTS BATTERY INVESTMENT ONE-SIXTH USING ORDINARY FLASHLIGHT
CELLS.
• SMALLER THAN EpUIVALENT "B" BATTERIES—WEIGHS ABOUT */3 LESS.

INEXPENSIVE .., TIMELY .., PROFIT MAKERS
ATR again scores another engineering triumph by eliminating expensive
LIST
ST PRICE "B" batteries in portable receivers, which is accomplished by the use of an
7
COMPLETE
DMPLETE ingenious ATR Vibrator-Operated "B" Unit operating on five ordinary No. 2
incindin*
flashlight cells, three rechargeable two-volt flashlight cells, or the storage
Xottshthht
including
cell battery right in the carl
ftc tashlieht.
cell
Jffl
container
(ntaineror
or
The chief advantages of the arrangement using No. 2 flashlight ceils ate
■ wM
cells
that they are obtainable in the remotest territories from garages, filling
stations,
hardware stores, etc., whereas expensive "B" batteries, generally
52-00
UST price
o?additional
special, are hard to obtain; also, the investment in flashlight cells
for flashlight
cell container
less considered
i8
cells,
Type
OFC
is
for
five
ordi•
flve
ordl0PP*0*imately
one-sixth that for "B" batteries.
nary No. 2 cells. Type KC is for
Operating the ATR "B" unit from three rechargeable two-volt flashlight
tlirea rechargeable
two-rolt
le
two-folt
cells
provides
the
arrangement and eliminates the battery maintenance
flashlight storagee cells. Be problem, since theIdeal
cells can be recharged directly from the storage battery
sure to specify if Type RC 531 t e car or
meems ot aa
container is desired,
since
dredsfnce
-^
^
inexpensive Battery Charger on 110-volt A.C.
ordinarily Type OFC
be
OTC will tie
The use of the ATR "B" Unit on the storage battery in the car In place of
shippedflashlight cells provides another dependable source of energy for the "B"
supply
and a"B"
resultant
overall 90
saving
of operation,
Showing Container
dnlamer
The ATR
Unit delivers
voltsinatthe10cost
nulliamperes,
which is ample
for
any
portable
receiver,
and
requires
approximately
0.2 ampere from its
for
Flashlight Cells
TVz-voU
supply
(five No.with
2 flashlight
cells flashlight
in scries).cell container, is
The ATR
"B" source
Unit, together
its auxiliary
so arranged that the total space occupied is less than that lor the eguivalent
0|)S3
Dimensions
5'/2"X4-I/I6"X|3/8"
"xl /("
"B" batteries,
so that
thesetime.
units can be easily Installed In any portable
receiver
in a few
minutes'
Net Weight
(less celh)
Visit the ATR Exhibit at the Radio Parts Show, Booth 737
(including'live
cells)
"/a lbs-

MODERNIZE OLD

and NEW PORTABLES with
ATR "B" UNIT.

the

AMERICAN TELEVISION & RADIO C0.v St. Paul, Minnesota, U.S.A.

• . . . because it is givfnjc real satisfaction in hun- H
' deeds of thousands of homes today. It is the V
Fidelitone Floating Point long life needle.

namoior of the airlines
tin airciaft operation, where dependaibihty i8\4f|||^|
the ulhinate factor, PINCOR Dynamotors are
the accepted standard, lor there can be n6||-|
compromise with safety. That is why airlines fp
k, speci/yPINCOF ... Available in all sizes and ,
H | voltages, single-or dual-Input and output. Suc-

!
UitDne
are Increasing needle sales for dealers everywhere
. . . the smooth Platinum Metals Point gives
pleasing reproduction for 3 to 6 months average
use, with protection to records. Result . . .
dealers are profiting on repeat sales to satisfied
customers.
If you haven't discovered the profits In Fidelitone
Floating Point needles as yet, ask your distributor
or write the makers,

PRO DUCTS ^ORP.
pfSMohfi
iiMI
,VI POINT I
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Measurements

IF YOU KNOW the resistance of your ac voltmeter
use this chart to read values from .0005 I© 1 mfd
fit/ John M. llorst
rwpo USE THE CHART shown
M- on this page first note your line
voltage, which we shall call Ej.
Next connect the unknown condenser in series with the meter across
the line and read the new voltage, E2.
This second reading should then be
expressed in percent of the line voltage by using the formula shown at the
bottom of the chart.

When this percentage and the resistance of the meter are known the
chart shows the capacity. On the
chart find the intersection of the horizontal line marked with your meter
resistance and the vertical line corresponding to the percentage of line
voltage. The nearest slanting line
now indicates the capacity.
Example: Suppose the line supply

is 110 volts and with the condenser in
series the reading is 40 volts. This
amounts to slightly over 36 percent of
line voltage. When the meter resistance is 100,000 ohms, the chart
shows that the capacity is .01 mfd.
Larger Values Easily Measured
According to the chart, the highest
capacity that can be measured with an
instrument having 100,000 ohms resistance is about .04 mfd. Larger
condensers will all show about the
same reading. A new range for larger
condensers can be obtained by using
a lower-resistance instrument. However, a 100,000 ohm meter can be used
simply by shunting it with a lower
resistance. The value of R in the
chart is then equal to that of the
meter and auxiliary resistance in parallel. For instance, 11000 ohms in
parallel with the 100,000 ohm meter
reduces the value of R to 10,000 ohms.
One might also use a lower range
of the voltmeter and measure across
the filament winding of a transformer
supplying voltage to a tube.
Example: With the 5-volt range
(5000 ohms resistance) we measure
first the filament voltage from a tubeloaded transformer. Let this be 5
volts. Then a second reading with
the unknown condenser in series is
found to be 3.4-voIts which amounts to
68 percent of 5 volts. In the chart it
will be seen there is no provision for
as low a meter resistance as 5000
ohms. In that case one uses a multiple of 5000 such as 50,000 ohms. For
this resistance and 68 percent, the
capacity is .05 mfd. For 5000 ohms
as meter resistance it is then .5 mfd.
In other words, if all resistance
values of the chart are multiplied by
any factor, the capacity values must be
divided by the same factor and viceversa.
For Small Sizes Too
The measurement of smaller condensers can be accomplished when a
higher range and high-resistance voltmeter is used with a source of supply
taken from the high-voltage secondary
of a power transformer.
The chart was calculated for a
supply frequency of 60 cycles. Those
who employ 50 cycles should multiply
all capacity values by 1.2, for 25
cycles multiply by 2.4.
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It's Meissner again
WITH A BRAND NEW
F-M

*

A-Afi

5!>
AC-DC COMPAC TS

3-BAND COMBINATION
MORE THAN HALF the radios sold last year were compacts.

Added

to

the

number

now

in use

gives

servicemen increased problems peculiar to such types
Utt

TABLE MODEL RECEIVER
that has everything!
★ Two - tone, hand - rubbed walnut cabinet
it 12 W high — 2ZW wide — 11" deep
it FM and AM in two separate channels
it Covers Broadcast and Short Waves on AM
it Full coverage ol 42-50 mc FM band
■^Calibrated glass scale, edge-lighted
it Tuning Indicator, accurate adjustment
-^Includes seventeen latest type tubes
it High - gain RF stage on all three bands
it Wide-band I-F channel on both AM bands
■jlf 3 - stage I-F channel on FM at 4.3 mc
it Audio system common to both channels
-^-Response ilat from 30 to 15.000 cycles
it Push-pull output, BVz watts undistorted
it Heavy-duly 8" PM Hi-Fidelity Speaker
it Operates on 105 • 125 volts, 50 - 60 cycles
Complete Receiver as shown, with tubes.
Model 9-1053 List Price
$108.00
Chassis Only, with tubes
$95-0l>
Model 9-1054 List Price .
See Your Jobber Today!
1941 INSTRUCTION MANUAL
iVow; Ready!
Contains complete
instructions lor all
Meissner Kits
Circuit Diagrams
Parts Lists
Pictorial Diagrams
Charts and
other useful data
ONLY 50c NET!
WRITE TODAY FOR FREE 48-PAGE
COMPLETE CATALOG
VJ/i
mT>

Address Dept. R-6

sistors may shift too far out of line
and have to be replaced, A resistance
check therefore should be made as a
matter of routine. The grid resistance
for the 25L6, for instance, should not
exceed I megohm. A high resistance
voltmeter may be used to check grid
voltage. The grid should not be
positive with the receiver tuned off
the station (no signal input).
If the grid resistance is normal, but
distortion results, the coupling condenser may be suspected. Intermittent
or faulty reception after the set has
warmed up nvay be caused by these
units. All coupling condensers should
have a d.c. leakage resistance of not
less than 18 megohms.

API ENJiRAL PRIXCIPLES that
^Pf apply in the testing o£ straight
ac receivers also apply when servicing
ac-dc models. However, the actual
troubles that are encountered are
usually a bit different from those found
in their big brothers due to space limitations.
Heat generated within such sots is
confined to a small space and parts
often have a short life due to the
"baking" action. Still another trouble
may be traced to the high surge or
peak voltage when the set is turned
on and some models now use a small
resistance in series with the plate or
cathode circuit of the rectifier to limit
the flow of current under these conditions.
Filter condensers that have dried
out may be located by the use of
bridging or shunt capacitors to locate
open circuited units. One precaution
must be observed in addition to watching polarity of connection, and that
is the realization the defective condenser in the set may be "healed"
temporarily by the action of the bridging unit. When this happens it is
often necessary to repeatedly let the
set cool and try again in an effort
to duplicate the breakdown condition.

Distortion After Operation
If the receiver distorts after about
ten minutes operation; the trouble is
probably in the output tube. Tubes
of the 43, 25L6, 35L6 and 50L6 varieties often evidence this fault. A check
in a tube tester will not disclose the
trouble since the tube must first heat
up under operating conditions. Very
often, this failure will be due to a leak
between cathode and heater.
If the line voltage is abnormally
high, too much filament or heater
voltage will be applied, and the line
resistor may have to be increased to
some slightly higher value. A series
resistor of 5 or 10 ohms rated at 2

Paris Change Values
Other parts may warm up and
change value. In time, carbon re-

Oet-AF-AVC

4

Power

TS T6

*

Recrifier

I-F 455 K.C.

MT.CARM1
L L I N O > >L

"PRECISION-BUILT PRODUCTS"
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WILL All II MOOIIY

CIRCUIT of a typical compact receiver of current design
RADIO and Television RETAILING, JUNE, 1441

A common cause of trouble is the
small condenser used as an r-f filter
shunted from the diode return plates
to ground or chassis. If these condensers open up, the circuits may become unstable. R.F. voltage will
appear and be fed back into preceding
stages. Moving the antenna near the
tube may be enough to send the set
into oscillation and screeching. Feedback may extend through the detector
plate to output tube grid, thence into
the loudspeaker wiring and back to
the antenna, providing a feed-back
path circuit.
Oscillation may also originate in

to 5 watts will do.
A sometimes puzzling trouble will
be lack of voltage across the cathode
resistance, with the plate, screen and
g rid voltages and resistance apparently
normal. If the cathode current is not
normal, with a drop of about 7.5
volts across the 150 ohm resistor,
there is no electron current within the
tube from cathode to plate and the
sole remaining cause would he the
heater voltage.
When the heater voltage drops to
too low a value, such as 10 volts instead of the normal 25, plate current
or cathode current will similarly drop.
If the set is on the service bench, a
quick check of field current in the
speaker may be made by taking a
small screw driver and holding it
near the pole piece where the voice
coil slides in and out. If field current
is normal, the screw driver will be
attracted by the magnetic strength of
the field. An open field coil in the
circuit shown would have the effect of
cutting out voltage on the plate or
screen of the power tube and would
make the voltage from the cathode of
the rectifier to ground or chassis become very high; for when current is
reduced, voltage rises. This high voltage would puncture the insulation of
the condenser at the input of the filtering system, if the set were left on for
anv length of time.

other circuits through lack of proper
shielding of tubes or location of grid
circuit wiring. In the case of metal
tubes, oscillation will be occasionally
caused by a bad weld on the steel
casing of the tube. A Jumperwire
fixes this.
In many sets glass tubes are used
with no shielding. A tube shield may
be installed easily enough and reaction cut down. Stability will be increased and better tuning will usually
result, although care should be taken
if the effect of regeneration is depended upon to achieve a sharp selectivity curve.
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SUNOT ENGINEERING COMPANY
4791 Ravenswood Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
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SEE THEM AT YOUR JOBBER
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TRICKS

of
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TRADE

JAKE tW® WMlCr

CHRYSLER 1940 {Phllco C-1708)

BECAUSE OF INCOMPLETE
SERVICING DATA?
Is your production choked up—are your
operating costs per hour too high—do you
find yourself late on promised delivery
dates? Trouble shooting is a bottleneck in
any service shop that tries to "get by"
without complete servicing data.
In successful shops, where work flows
through smoothly, where hour costs are
low and profits are high, you will find
Rider Manuals. Speed up your trouble
shooting—eliminate bottlenecks in your
production—get all twelve Rider Manuals
. . . To d a y !
m

What You Get in
RIDERUAI
V||
MANUAL 1 WLw All |
Wkjud Qidimm
"Clarified Schematics"
Covering sets mode since May 1940, Volume
XII
contains
Scliematies
tng down over"Clarified
200 models
whose —bresKoriginal
schematics are extremely involved. Prom them
you- can. see which coils, condensers, resistors
and switch contacts are used in the r-f, mixer
or oscillator sections of the complete circuit.
Vital Facts
More than just "wiring diagrams," Klder
Manuals give data on i-f peaks, operating
voltages, alignment frenueneles, parts values.
voltage ratings of condensers, wattage ratings
of
resistors, etc.,
coil resistance
data, dial
cable
adjustments,
etc. Cash-in-hand
infortnation, all in one place.
Complete Index
Covers
Volumes
XI facts
and XII.
so you quickly locate
on anyCross-indexed
sot.

||
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Weak on all stations . . . check .01
condenser (part no. 61-0100) from
plate of 7B6 to grid of 7B5 tube, for
high resistance leak.
No reception at low end of dial and
stations near 550 kc come in at 900
kc . . . open oscillator coil. Realign
after replacing.
Shorted filter . . . replace original
part No. 61-0089 with filter part No.
61-0028 for less breakdown due to
surges caused by the car voltage regulator.

DRAKE NO. 3 MIDOET

CROSLEY 855
Dead ... if set operates when
finger is placed on grid cap of 6F5
tube at back of chassis, change all
electrolvtic condensers.
DELCO R-1126
Noisy . . . for a temporary repair
while awaiting a repiacement coil try
a 100M ohm resistor across the primarv of the first i-f transformer.

PHILCO 37-630
Intermittent . . . check lead from
tuning condenser to 6A8G grid.
Noisy . . . check rear bearing of
tuning" gang, oil if necessary. Speaker
voice coil leads may work loose and
m

||

rider mnnuRis
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You carry a spare tire—why not a spare
soldering iron? This 40 watt iron with
Vz" tip comes complete with handy tube
container for convenient storage in your
tool kit. It's approved by Underwriter's
Laboratories, Only 75^ net.
SEE IT IN BOOTHS 926-928
RADIO PARTS TRADE SHOW

Weak or intermittent . . . check
volume control closely for high resistance leak to ground.

For Complete Information

Volumes!

CARRY A "SPARE"

FORD F-1440

"Successful Servicing"
Klder Manual owners receive- "Successful Serv- l
icing"
Keeps
1
date on magazinedevelopments
and servicemen
carries newsup-tofrom ||
the "Successful Servicing" Laboratory. If >ou m
do not receive it write and you will be plated s
on the list.
JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHER. INC.
:
404 Fourth Ave., New York City
Export Division:
Rocxe-International Elec. Corp,,
160 Varlok St.. New York City. Cable: ARLAB. Jt

Now in 12

(Presents the new

cause, noise. This also applies to leads
of the shadow tuning indicator and
antenna and ground binding posts.
Oscillation . . . tube shields may
corrode at base.

m 4 STANDARD TYPES ol Amperite Regulators replace
over 200 types of AC-DC Ballast Tubes now in use.
• Not to be confused with ordinary dropping resistors. Amperite actually regulates.
• Amperite Regulators are
equipped with a patented
Automatic Starting Resistor
which prevents initial surge
and saves pilot lights.
0 Amperite AC-DC Regulators;
List SI .00. Amperite Replacements for 2V Battery Set
ballasts
.List $1.25
WRITE FOR REPLACEMENT
CHART MS"
Amperite Q. sei Broadway, n-y g,

AMPERITE
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PHILCO 41-240
Intermittent oscillator operation . . .
dust or other foreign matter collects
between the plates of the oscillator
tuning condenser and may absorb
moisture sufficient to allow leakage in
oscillator tuned circuit.

the Dependability of

PHILCO TP-10

^counts more than

sir 7 *

.©IHIMDTE PARTS

Inoperative but signal to i-f stage
goes through to speaker . . . clean
and tighten or replace loktal socket on
7A8 tube if oscillator pin connections
fail to contact tube prongs.

I ever now.. .

PHILCO 37-623

#•

Intermittent oscillator action . . .
cut off screen grid voltage supply lead
from terminal beneath chassis and
connect a 15 M ohm resistor between
this terminal and 135 volt supply terminal.

out of line resistor . . . change rectifier tube and circuit as shown in the
diagram.

RCA HF-6

RCA 6-T-2

Afc operates only on high side of
station carrier . . . negative voltage
is not reaching grid of 6J7 oscillator
control tube. Replace 560M ohm resistor (R18)in 6H6 K2 circuit.

Noisy . . . replace resistor no. 11466
in metal case if it shows leakage to
ground.

RCA 9TX 3 b 32. 33
Repeated pilot light failure or burn-

Intermittent blasting sound . . .
replace output tube cathode bypass
condenser.

u

A
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No wonder Homer G. Snoopshaw,
B.R.S. (Battery Replacement Specialist), wears such a broad grin! He's
still getting congratulations on that
slick new "Burgess Replacement
Guide to Portable Radios" which he
has compiled, including the new
Burgess "Quick Reference Price List."
Dealers who have written for their
free copy say they'd be lost without
the Replacement Guide—it tells exactly what battery fits what radio,
every time! And it lists the full Burgess
line—the complete line that covers the
field like a tent!

THE
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RCA 96-T-7
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BURGESS

h-

Get your free copy today! See your
distributor, or write to Homer G.
Snoopshaw, B.R.S., care of Burgess
Battery Company, Freeport, Illinois.
cMotn&i
j
I necommencUI
— ' Burgess Number
G4B50 for Zenith
portable models 5G500, SGSOl and 5G504,
Another unit that makes Burgess "The
Complete Replacement line,"
BURGESS BATTERY CO.
FRECPORT, ILLINOIS

REPLACEMENT LINE

' *.

more
than ever, it
pays to use
Ohmite Parts, because you can depend
on them to give trouble-free service
and prevent costly breakdowns. Ohmite Brown Devils are available in
convenient 10 and 20 watt sizes, in
many stock resistance values. Ohmite
Dividohm Adjustable Resistors are
handier than ever for quick replacements or change of resistance valuesSizes from 10 watts to 200 watts.
Ohmite Power Line Chokes prevent
R.F. current from interfering with
radio receivers. Get them at your
Jobber.
Visit us at Booth 929
Radio Parts National Trade Show
Send Coupon and
104 for New Obmite Ohm's Law
Calculator
OHMITE MANUFACTURING CO.
,
4S73 Flourhoy St., Chlcaso, ill.
* 101 i" Coin enclosed. Send Ohm's Law Calculator
• ADDRESS
J CITY
J OCCUPATION

STATE
B»din lUt—June '41

@ini^y T
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ABOUT MATERIALS
(Continued from poye 15)
for items not normally within the
field . . . with $400,060,000 worth
more expected within the next two
or three years.)
Some Reasons For Optimism
Manufacturers are, naturally
"cagey" about committing them-

Two

taking care of customers up to now."
Still another: "I believe the actual
production capacity of this country
is so vast that it merely needs cooperation and adjustment during
this transition period to make supplies adequate for both defense and
reasonable domestic business." And
another; "Toll retailers and distributors not to get jittery. Tell them
manufacturers are working together
to make available the greatest number of sets possible and have not
given up hope of turning out as

selves very far in advance concerning prices.
The situation is best summed up
by quoting a few significant phrases
gleaned during conversations with
prominent sales managers. Thus:
"Advance raw material purchases
in anticipation of shortages will permit us to get along during the third
quarter and possibly through the
fourth, although the latter is speculative." Another: "Slow replacement material shipments are anticipated but we have done pretty well

New Indispensable

HAVE YOU EVER SEEN ALL THE CLIPS
THAT MUELLER OFFERS?

Tools for Service Engineers

VACO ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSER
NUT WRENCHES
For easy removal and tightening oi fragile condenser nuts
without damage. Sockets are deep enough to cover all
leads. Two sizes take all nuts. Handle shock and break
proof plastic.
No. S32 29/32 in.
No. S36 1-5/32 in.

VACO AMBERYL SHOCK and BREAK
PROOF INSULATED SPIN-HEX
NUT DRIVER
Ideal lor final adjustments, without danger of shorting.
No. S40—5/8 in. diameter, S in. long, Vi In, hexagon socket,
hollow shaft, attached pocket clip.
Jobbers—Write for prices and complete catalog.
VACO PRODUCTS COMPANY
Manufacturers — AMBERYL "LIFETIME", CHROME VANADIUM, SPINHEX, GRIP-POINT, RED FLASH NEON, VACOLITE. VACALLOY, and
OTHER BRANDS.
Chicago. III.
1603 S. Michigan Ave.,
Spoee 1014—Radio Ports Show

HOtUORD

mm
Send for Free Samples & Catalog 70J
MUELLER ELECTRIC CO , 1584 E. 31st, Cleveland, 0.

110VOLTSAC ANYWHERE!
With KATOUSHT, Furnish standard 60-cyclo AC for operating sound truck equipment, AC radios, transmitters, flood
tights, motors, moving picture projectors, etc.
Ideal for stand-by for running oil burners, stokers, refrigerators,
transmitters, etc., when power line fails.
'•* • tSar-gV. A complete line of light and
/■•
; power plants ranging up to 10,000 watts capacity. Also 4, _ U
and 32 volt battery charging
plants, Diesel plants, rotary converters, and frequency changers.
^ List prices $50.00 and up.
Jobbers and Dealers Write
I
For Latest Catalog
Kato Engineering Company
»Elm and Front Streets
MAN KATO. MINN., U.S.A.

Recording

Discs

Send Sales and Profits Surging—Stock Them Today'
Howard Recording Discs, the finest obtainable
for semi-professional and home recording use,
have established a nation-wide reputation for
quiet, long-liie, full-toned reproduction. Packed,
5 each, in attractive utility albums, Howard Metal
Base Discs are winning and holding a larger volume oi sales than ever before. And now, the new

Duro Board Base Discs just announced, with their
superior qualify in the lowest priced bracket, provide an unbeatable sales and profit opportunity.
The attractive Howard counter display dispenser
placed and kept within customer ©ye-range will
assure your share of today's tremendous recording
disc sales.

Flame Proof... Underwriters' Approved... Low Surface Noise... Longer Life
HOWARD
RADIO
COMPANY
1731-35BeImont Av.,Chicago, 111.-CableAddress-" HOWARDCO.USA
•0mctica 5
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f The signs say,
"More radio repair
work Promised"
Curtailed production schedules call for more activity on
the part of the service man.
. . . there will be more repairing of present sets. And
speaking of speakers . . .
it's a good idea to replace a
faulty speaker with a new
OXFORD rather than waste
time repairing the old one.
Your jobber is making every
effort to keep you supplied
. . . give him a lift . . . anticipate your needs . . .
Insist on OXFORD
SPEAKERS
See us at the Parts Show
. Chicago . . . June 1Qth—J3th
i
Booth 829

mm

MODEL 432-A
The Outstauding Tube Tester Value . . .
Checks all type tubes including Loctals,
Ba'ntam Jr., 1.4 volt Miniatures, Gaseous
Rectifier, Ballast, High Voltage iSeries,
etc. Filament Voltages from l.l to 110
volts. Direct Reading GOOD-BAD Meter
Scale. Professional-appearing case with
accessory compartment large enough for
carrying Model 739 AC-DC Pocket VoltOhm-Milliamraeter. thereby giving the
serviceman complete testing - facilities
for calls in the field. . . . Model 432-A
with compartment. Dealer "Net Price
...,$18.85. Model 432-A in case less
compartment.... $17.8,5. Model 739,
Dealer Net Price. -. .$10.90.
BOOTH 725—Chicago Radio Parts Show
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many as the trade can sell."
Call the last two statements
"wishful thinking/' if you like. We
prefer to consider them expressions
of faith in the democratic system.

THE MODERN SPEEDY
WAY
TO SOLDER
EBSIN

PREVIEW OF NEW MODELS
(Continued from page 20)
power supply types extends the
line's flexibility.) Featured in certain models arc such refinements
as "drift compensation," spreadband shortwave tuning, built-in
shortwave and FM antennas. Particularly interesting is a new "electromatic range-shift" method of
control which permits one set of
buttons and one set of control knobs
to serve for operation on widely
separated frequencies, provision for
playing soon-expected higher-fidelity records through wide-band FM
audio systems.

Prices on West i ng ho us e
WR62K1 "Carryette," WR62K2
"Carryette" and WR42X1 table
combination (released late last
month along with six plastic table
models) have now been announced
as, respectively, $24.95, $29,95 and
$29.95, These sets are just the
"advance guard."
Wile ox-Gay reports that there
will be several new radio models
added to the line this month, says
conditions in general have required
several changes in plans, which prevent forwarding of data and pictures
for presentation in this Radio Retailing report but that the merchandise will be shown in the field
in June.

MORE NEW MERCH
(Continued from Page 26)
equipment items, one (illustrated)
the model 131 signal generator with
large dual scale dial, calibrated
from 100 kc, to 96 mc. Multiplierattenuator permits sensitivity, selectivity, a.f.c., a.v.c. and overload
tests. Variable percentage modulation at 400 cycles or any other frequency. Zero to 2| volts of 400
cycle output at output cable. Other
item is model 323 pocket-size test
set, a general-purpose, high-sensi-

FILLED WITH
NQN-CQRRQSIVE
ERSIN FLUX

PMo Cowtetu of "Hit Matter's Voice''
1 AM BRITISH Skilled in the art
of soldering and using that famous

fyitisk
"Ersln Multlcore" Solder
Avoids Dry Joints
3 INDEPENDENT CORES A
PROVIDE
il
FLUX CONTINUITY V
MANUFACTURERS
DISTRIBUTORS - JOBBERS
Write to
M. H. KELSEY
6604 BUCKINGHAM PLACE
CINCINNATI, OHIO
for
SAMPLES, PRICES and DESCRIPTIVE
BOOKLET.
Sole Maflufocfiirers
MULTICORE SOLDERS LIMITED
BUSH HOUSE, LONDON, W.C. 2, ENGLAND
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
"MULTICORE"
IS WHAT
YOU NEED
PAGE 67

tivity ac-dc instrument for radio
and electrical measurements.
Bringing out two new microphones, one a "salt-shaker" type
dynamic with high-fidelity characteristics with plenty of style and a
unique swivel and a uni-directional
dynamic with pattern variable by
means of a switch, is Turner.

trouble
time and
money
with the tt i<l o/ this
practical radio
cnginecrinff

All-Insulated Tools

1. 945 pages of carefully selected,
accurate data—charts, tables, circuits,
diagrams, formulas
2. Covering all the most needed subjects for cagineers, from fundamentals
to specialized applications
3. Every section prepared by one or
more specialists, to assure you dependable, expert answers to your problems
in design and practice.
Just Ont
Enlarged, Up-to-date, 3rd Edition
RADIO

ENGINEcRING

HANDBOOK
is a book
Prepored by 23
Mthat
"that gives the rorf|0 specialists
radio engineering
profession its own
KEITH HEHNEY
handbook, comparEdlfor-ln-Chlef
able to the standard 945 pp
836 j,,^
pP^i 334
handbooks available ov r 100 fab,e
j. li
in other fields of
*
«
enemeerine. It conengineering.
$5.00
veniently presents a
great deal of constantly needed reference
material covering all fields and aspects
of radio engineering—concise, dependable,
arranged in casy-to-get-at form. To meet
the greatest and most lasting needs in
such a rapidly developing field as radio,
material has been chosen carefully for Its
importance to the practicing engineer.
With the deletion of obsolete material
and addition of material on important
new developments, this new third edition
brings you:—
• new data on crystal control circuits, ultrahigh frequency apparatus, modulation ayetems.
audio-frequency transformer design, vibrator
power supply, long-line oscillators, etc.
• completely rewritten sections on aircraft
radio, television, detection, loud speakers, facsimile, oscillators, etc.
• revision throughout to make the book as useful as possible in modern practice.
FOR 10 DAYS' FREE EXAMINATION
—mall this coupon—
McGraw-Hill book co., inc.
330 W. 42nd St., N. Y, C.
Send ma Henney's Radio Engineering Handbook
for 10 days' examination on soDroTal. In 10 days
I will sand yon 5S.00 plus few cents postage or
return book postpaid. (We pay postage on orders
accompanied by remittance.)
City and State.
Posiiloa
Company
.BE. 6-41
(Books sent on approval in U. S. and Canada only.)

!
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Newly announced by Vaco Products are a number of items, including: S40 "Amberyl," shock-proof,
all-insulated, ^-inch spin-hex nut
driver; VR1200 insulated screwdrivers with Amberyl handles and
"rubber-plated" blades; type A860
all-insulated
screwdrivers
with
Amberyl right down to the businessend.
Vibraloc is now turning out
"Triflex" universal baffles for use
in corners, on walls or ceilings or
in clusters, with removable speaker
bezels, grilles, protective screens
and leatherette coverings. Of the
bass reflex type, these are available
in three sizes for $4.50, $6.75 and
$8.50 list. They can be nested
together to give a circular pattern
and a unit to fill in the area directly
beneath when clusters are suspended is also available.
Walter L. Schott is featuring a
new version of ingenious adjustable-length dial-belt; chemicals
useful in radio repair work and
available in bottles, jars or tubes;
an improved version of the popular
"Walsco" staple-driver.
A new dual-speed recorder and a
low-priced single-speed job (illustrated) paces the Webster-Chicago
line, with a re-styled group of amplifiers completely changed in appearance and construction and a
new directional crystal mike expected momentarily.
Steel Recording Blanks
What recording disc manufacturers intend to do about the critical
aluminum situation is further
answered by Zephyr Products, now
running four qualities of discs, i.e.:
Bond base, non-flammable. Bond
base, nitrate.
Steel base, nonflammable.
Steel base, nitrate.
Base materials, says company, will
not warp, are absolutely fiat, have
coatings which will not peel and
sufficient weight to prevent slipping.
Packaged, like their commercial
brothers-under-the-skin, in albums.
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replacements proposition.
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An

^niioiinceineii^ of Vital
To Everyone

in

A GREATER NAME in Sound has been born. It is a new
name only insofar as it symbolizes a move of major significance to everyone in Sound. Actually, it is the union
of the resources of two great names in the field of Sound and
Electronics, joined together to bring new advantages and new
benefits to you who are in the Sound field.
Briefly, the Sound Divisions of VEebs/er-C/i/cogo and of the
Rauhnd Corporation are now one. To greater WEBSTERRAULAND. Webs/er-Cb/cago contributes its magnificent manufacturing facilities and its fine craftsmanship. The fiaalonct
Corporation, rich in engineering resources, brings to WEBSTER
RAULAND a wealth of scientific radio ingenuity and a production skill which will be reflected in technical improvements to
guarantee the superiority of WEBSTER-RAULAND PRODUCTS.
What does this vital move mean to you in the Sound field?
To you, the loyal and aggressive distributing organization ol
Webster-Chicago, it offers the greatest combination of resources
in Sound. You will go forward now with WEBSTER-RAULAND,
under the same able leadership, in the same legitimate, profjlprolecled channels, backed by newer, finer, best-selling products
that will set the pace in the field.
To you, the specialist in Sound, WEBSTER RAULAND offerr.

the

Importance

Sound Field

products with the kind of saleability, quality, appeal and performance you need to build a profitable Sound business.
To the ultimate user, WEBSTER-RAULAND Sound products
assure vastly improved performance, longer life and unequalled
valueYes, a greater name in Sound is born! WEBSTER-RAULAND
•vjll live up to its promise . - -

-p*
PRESIDENT

WEBSTER-RAULAND
WEBSTER-CHICAGO SOUND DIVISION
OF
THE RAULAND CORPORATION
3825 ARMSTAGE AVE., CHICAGO
Vou ore cordiolly invited to visit our Exhibit o? the Radio Erode Show,
Juno ft), I/, t? and 13 Booth It?, 114 and Room 501.
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o«VM/»sto tit H Crl luthoratorirs look info the
future us they put electrons to work, opening
the way for new dcvrlop in cuts in radio anil
other electronic fields.
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■i-'ELECTRONS
C^pOSCLESOF
Um
ARE

THE
RADIO

Elcctrojis arc the corpuscles of radio. The vacuum
tube is the heart that pumps them through the copper
veins and arteries. Electricity is electrons in motion—it
is the life blood of communications by wire and radio.
I.K( TKONK'S is a sck'tu c born of
radio. Both arc members of one
family. T he modern radio research laboratories are electronic lahor a t o r I e s— t he nv o a re in se pa rah 1 e. R a d i o
tube and electron tube are synonymous
Both pump the billions of electrons
which flow in the electrical blood stream
of comimniications and industry.
Buttintr electrons to work in a vacuum
tube opened the Radio Aee. It jjave a
voice to wireless, enahliny it to talk and
sinjj. Today, while millions<»f tubest;low
in broatlcast receivers, jnillions of others
puke with commercial dots and dashes,
radiophotos, facsimile and television.
At the advent of broadcast in y in I'tid
there were a few thousand radio tubes
at most, hireeh in the hands of experimenters, 'Today, ihero are hundreds of
millions, in more than
American radios.
Revolutionary developments in radio

since the first World War can he traced
to the vacuum tube. It has been a key to
prorrress. It has enliirhtened the world
ihrouyb broadcast in It makes short
waves, ultra-short waves and television
what they are today.
Now, the wonders that the radio or
electron tube has worked in communications are spreading into other electrical
and industrial Holds. As the research
experts have developed and improved
the tube, they have multiplied its uses.
As a result, today industry is being.'The Kiectronir
Age is opening. 'The electron

SCIENCE

tube, once believed to be limited to radio,
is recogni/.ed as an extremely sensitive
and precise tool for mamifacturing and
processing control. 'The uses of electronicsin industry appear limitless. Superhuman in its response to light, sound,
touch and color, the electron tube is
acclaimed as a new brain of industry.
From electronics came the electron
microscope, which uses 52 radio tuL ..
to perform as an ultra-eye that sees i'..r
into the sub-microscopic world.
In F'dff, more than 11
electron
tubes were produced for radio and industry, so that man might find life more
pleasant and his tasks speeded and simplified, yet with accuracy and eflicienrv.
'The electronic corpuscles of radio carry
promise of new wonders as they
. How silently and unseen through
electricity s endless stream.
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